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CHAPTER 1. 'INTRODUCTION

Background- to -the- Mision---

1. 1 4-, = For- sane: time new,,:authorit ies of the' Imperial Ethiopian
Government, notably"-inIhe Ministry of Education 'act well as
those concerned, with the develops_ent -`of the Haile' Sellassie
I University- (hereinafter called "BSI University"), have been
conscious -- of the inadequacy: of the present educational -- system
to meet= the social"- and-ecor needS of a largely rural/
agricultural:society_;- ,they have -also -questioned if it -provided
reasonable equality of educirtionak opportunity" to all,,,,groups
in Ethiapien society. Eiidende has shOwn that education --has

-r-provided 2fora- very_ tentriated- group,' has prepared people for
a narrow range` occUpatiOne, has been expensive and has not
always been:relevant.: -- Moreover,- the high_ drop-out- rates in
loWer--piiinary.--schooll classes, :the percentage-,of gitle
among pupils, the_-_ high:. Percentage-, of unqualified teachers in
_-iitiMary-Ischeols':and- the:langeag&-Ptablem" have` also eharaeter-
'ited_ the- educational, fiyetem. =

development _- of the Ethiopiax,i-educational
system-lea beenmarked- a spirit of constructive

quest -contitluing imprOveMent. A
rani texii planning was established --=in -1955 which
prepared the `report, --_:_rit- Ten:Year F.Plan_ for the Controlled
Expansion- of Ethiopian -coMmittee was
appointed Coancil_ of -Ministers-A° teporti otf:the -_ -

'operation- of rthei_adueational; system. The _last- few- years-
witnesseit_ a _ctiti-cal7-debeite---among sdudat eke, -latent&

-awl,fovernmeenmt
is2ot-fI:foifctein

l s,- Wohi% his_beneen
.
manifeated-also, in

tndent-. de:d ethed2 iatts
regards-the-,:ob-jective& of, the higher education__ system, and

de-velopient--- tktiveisity,-"_-itiar be pertinent to
-quote_r-His Diperial Neje Sty, who- stated " in his address on the
occasion--_of _the= firat iiconvacation of_ Ike ;Heivereity that_
-"the- imniediate__and practical_ itila -off:this- institution- obviously
is t educate-- the__,- Ethiopian youth" and -to prepare, then----to
setve their _countty. Although such education -may be technical,
it,ieuef nonetheless be founded 1.22" Ethi opiat & cultural heritage
if it = to beat, fruit--and if -"the -student: is to be well adapted
to- his ._envitenment-- 'andi.the" effeet Jr' use -of--his skills
facilitated." (1)
Following,-the aboVe-Mentioned--_ebjective, President Aklilu Habte
of- -the- University has consistentlYiniged--that'-"the UnivetsitY

bei:mOte deeply with problems-_ of change in
Ethiopia," by (a deVeloping=-_-&-'sharp focus on contemporary

(1) His Imperial Najeity address from "A Blueprint for
DeVeloptent!,-2Auguit 1970 page 13.



1.

issues of economic: and -political kevelowent, _social. -progress
and change; (b) recognizing that one cause: of student unrest
is_ the failure -i. on the part --of the UniverSity_to be relevant
and be concerned with contemporary issues; -_-(o) recognizing
that -a_ curriculum built -around itradifiOnal- disciplines--and
courses restricts its _capacity to adapt"iresearch: and teaching

°to .prisiiint day- probleme;_":-__and -(d) -raO0gnizing_ that the
University -must innovate,l_forretaiple,--=*- finding-_-_new ways
to teach` students, _and by :Providing- serviceto' wider areas in
the count*: (1)

. While University -has:benefitted from advice--by- various
'Advisory committees,. the Ministry: of Education -and-Pine Arts-
-on: its part was_ contemplating a; review of the:entire education
sector. Following:. an- agreement With the_ International
Develcipnent- iASsociaton ( IDA); - affiliate of "the International
Bank for Reconst'ractiOn _and -DeVelopnent ,-.- the EduCation_ Sector
He-view-Sas October,: 1971 The of this,

-exercitie wa8 to fOrmitlate --recominendationt and strategie Su-for
the _future. H It is expected_ that these Will-lead t_o (a) major
reforms:- of the entire educational -system -fogusaing the

of 'both portal _=anctinon-formal:editoation,
and =_(b)_-oloser integration= of -OdicatiOn With- regional-,
economic -and, SOCial!-Idevel'opnent by giving Special ,:attention
to _problems -of davelopaentAind- of decentralization of
_the':management -_ of the educatiOnal--,syistet.r:

.:_

-Pending-the outdate_ of -the Sactoii:ReView in terms
-of-specific-projects- needing aSsistance=_from--_tmpsco, -end

-_ following its desire -tO elaborate ways__ and means through
Which-formal:and' non-for

:m

sial: eduOition,_-cOuld --be integrated,
-the Imperial _-.Ethiopian SiOvtifirsZent, requested _the='-Direct or
General of_ -UltESPO to-i_organite a mission __of coniultants to
study_,-and-_evaluate Worle by__ the _HSI

.,._University",_ formulate: reajoMmendatiOnsi Slating' to its
- possible

Terms of Reference of the Manion
- ,

1.6. The::-present_ ktissiOri waSAcoordingly_ Orgnaized,to -Undertake a
study Of the academio,fand- administrative aspects of
EttensiOn IISLUitiversitY,:including_, the current offerings
by way of curriculuni,.- the _present administration__and
organizational: structure the resatircoS; available :and the
present: financial' situation._ _ .1: Ai a result of the study, the
Mission :was further leaked identify- significant projects
'requiring -,assi'stance- so :as-to be' run on a self4sufficient basis,
and to formulate reccimser-dations telating' to Suggested actions

)- SedonritenOrt of the: Adyi so er
971, pageEducation, HSI= University,.



that need to -be- taken by the uniiersity for-(a) education
and:training of--people-t_o run the-Extension -program of the
tIniiertity is it expands, (b)- developing a-machinery 'and
procedure to assess he changi needs-Of the
population_of the country, and c)- attracting financial

asiistance.
_

1.7. While accempliihing,iti task, the -lassion was made-aware -
. _. ,

of-the'prevailinedifferences Of.-Opinien abOUt the role,
function and achievements' of Extension. ' --But--the team as
-attempted to _be forward looking, ascertaining the best
plans for the -detrelopment_ of Extension in n--the -interests of

the Ethiopian society and of the Empire.' --- -, --

Or katio: )(Union

The Mission- was composed of Professor Charles A. Wedemeyer,

-'Mighty Professor-_'-of-Eittcationint_The__University,of Wisconsin
Madison,. M.A., (Leader); Professor Rupert D.

Goadiaan,--'SeniOr :Lecturer- in Education, at the thiverti-ty of ---
'- Queensland,- St. :-Lictia, Australia, '(Member) ;__ and Dr lagbans

Balbir, of Higher -Education, ZA SCO Betactuartera,
Paris liSember=Secret_arY).

14. , 71--acteoniance with tiff-above4enticned= terms of reference,
the Mission_` undertoek.fieldwork inlEthiOttia --from- July- 23
to Anion 15,- 1972; briefing- and debrie-fing for =the-
MI:Beim, Was'. arranged Paris; -and far-sone -member at the
URESCO_;Regional-

C --an--historiExt cal-ovirvieW -(1)

Extension Precedes foundi of Haile versit11 - . ,
-2.1. The Extension_Tivision-- of the _HSI University coMpleted ten

years = of its existence --in-1972, :but- it _had- students= whO joined
long Infer*: the establishment- Of--the University in =1961.
Extension had:Pr_ier existence-within the fraysework.of the old
University`Collegeiefr Addis Ababa, -which -itself come: into
exit:toffee in-1951:- -the---University -College extension was
preeeded-by--..the Zarenew, Whit** was
formally -inaugurated' by Ria-Imperial liajewlY:the.Emperor on
Megabit 1940 E:C.,---aild-Alhich waertur by the-French -Canadian
Jesuit Fathers.

_The Chapter is based on :(4,the- report :, !iThe
Extension: thst-:tetarsri'_(4972)=anl othernpublished and
wWhed-papers written-ity,Dr.. Solomon Inquai,- Dean of
University Extension= at RBI University; (b) documentation made
available by .the University, and (c) first hand- information
gathered by the tRESCO consultants during the-ir field work in
Ethiopia (23 July 15 Auguit 1972).



2.2. Inaugurated in 1952 -as the evening non-degree law_ program, mainly
catering-to the upper working Class Of ditiaene of Addis Ababa,
ettensionitecase, the University College :Addle Abate
Extension Department (U.C.A.A. -Estension)i Under. its new name,
Extension -offered courses in Arts, .Business and Pubic() Aministrs-
tiori

I
and -Social Science- to- part4ime students having

approximately the equivalent 'of -a high school _education. then the
Ettens'An_epened its doors in January, 1954, it had 150

students enrollsd.- -The number reaohed-250- by October, 1954, -at&
367-±ty October, -1956. Courses-offered were initiallyirestricted
to the oertificate level; they were _later expended tO include the

Degree._ The-eertificate restricted to Business and Public
Administration-courses practically _required the completion =of _half
of the credit requirement for the Part of this practice-
was abandoned` With-'the establishment of the University. The _-

year 1955 -56 was also the -beginning-of a reogram_for inssrvioe
training -,for Aesehers, but it it not Imolai poecilely When and- why

_

2. --Initially-, Lay as- an- aspect of Exteiaion Ness rr to ha** _-been- hand} ed
-separately.--.; ' -Prom -among -121 entrants` enrolled in _1952, the -first
group- of -39:_ studentia cif the four-year eventing-- law program _obtained
-their diplomas In--1955. The_lcourses f_ of _offerings: in -Law underwent
a thorough --reVi-sion- folloWitg-- the --acadenic--Year---1955-56. An
=Advanced Diploma in- Law program: vial = introduced--rin- =1956 and
terminated in_1958-59;=after graduati4 -12r student*, and the
"atenaion- pr_ograza was-= -closectr at end-, of- the acadeMic

-ear -__195960.= The -first- batch-__of; Ertension-_Itudentl_ obtained
their Certificate_ in; Adminietration in 1957,- -itollowed:by 9-
graduates in- The -Engineering -College-owe:owed -evening
classes -= Study towards the- enginararinglidegree--threugh
extension did -not-begin-to: be implemented =until =-the academic
yeal1958459, and _there= were few, .gradizates at the _ the of the
establishment-of-NS/ Universfiv: '

.

2.4. No formal =School- Leaving Certificta*_wak-teqUiret for_` admission
to evening classes, but retUdentia Imie_enrolled:on ther-basis of
their- performance in__ an English _Proficiency-test- -given by the
College., __Students Were-a minced- -group of= varying_liackgrounds,
academis_zqualifications,:and -interests: The' stUdy-prograte,
though appearing to= were tradition of
liberal_ education, exposing- the --students _to_ varions___types of
subjects in-the languages,- humanities, social science and natural
sciences.

2.5. Sinde the days of the University College of Addis Ababa, and
because -of its early cosmitment to_ university adult edueationi
a few _people in Ethiopic have got' accustomed- to believing that

-voCations.1---education is 'continuous and lifelong, and is possible
on-a part-time -basis.



2.6. In the first official report (1959-60 of the University of
Utah team which helped plan HSI -University, a recommendation`
was made for the' diversification of offerings and financial
support with a view to strengthening Extension so that it
could grow into a Division of General Studies and Servioes,
"as soon as poisible." When the HSI Ilhivermity was
incorporated as a national-institution, it opted for centrally
administered extension-work, and appointed a.Dean of Extension.

who was temporarily designated as the DOM of the School of
General Studies, "to 000rdinatesall part-time studies in the
University". = Hanover, 4here was no iiimedixte change in
propels, staffing,' or fee - structure. Everything continued
as before.

Guideline,' for Ilatension

One--Ext. ision-prOgrier -iiss'-acinoeived-=-br-theitibiversity-_ as -a ----_-

means of reachingAndreasing renibernof students =and was guided
by the ifellowinglbrie:-principlest---__=--

adult _education facilities _where
--they _did no exist end make -oontinaingreducation
a- realitrin areas where it Wes .trtill-nonekistant.

rx):To offtr Students= fron=provinoes- the-_sase
_"-_Teducational 'opportunities -Ss were=offered to

other students-reading:1E1 Addis= Ababa.

II.1)__To develop_ a -sense of respinsibility towards
those people":_residing--in the provinces. --

2.8. Following these Prinoiples, a-nuoletts seamiest iprogram vas

inaugurated in- 41.141* first starting ix:1962_ as -a-savoser ledture

series- =mad then-develoPing into a regalarl-_oenter--in-JanuarY,
1963.-- Following a-feasibility-studr more_ExtensiOn-Centers

-- were -opened (in September,-1 )-at:_Cieirlairi_ Jahr -Dar, liatar,_

Debra -Zeit, -and Nazareth,- and in September 1965) at Dire Dams,

Floss awn and- J However, following -rea;praisal: of activities
Ind- the tY--tif--qiiiilitiod-litteleirtirlinUititlidOtors on
--the- spot,.-1-only oenters -are in operation 'in- 1972 outside

Addis Ababit,-_-vis DebreT-Zeit and Etter.

2.9. As a-oentrall,y administered init of the University, the Extension.
Divisions was -begiaining-tO gear-its worl,: so as to- service an
faculties; -this ralationship_had-tO be- defixed to- rules and

regulations properly promulgated tty the Faculty Council, the

highent legislative body of the University in academic matters:

Consequently, a series of legislations were enacted in 1965, 1966

and 1967, having as their central theme the determination of roles
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-of the faculties vim s vie the Extension Division, whose programs
cut across academic boundaries. The legislation left all
academic jurisdiction to the faculties and most administrative
decisions to &tension., A few of the salient features of these
leistslations are the following: . .

I) On the whole, Extension may candy- out= eduaatiocal
activities related to the replication of the regular
curriculum of'oredit courses.- However,- this does
not exclude the organisation of_ publiclectures,
seminars and workshops for non-credit purposes._

Eduoatior.a/ work of the Extension Division should be
supported by means of correspondenoe eduostion-(the
&tension Diviston--had already conceived._of this:
metisod in 1962-63).

III) The principle of- s uniform salary some should be

I9) =The_=maxiiia= period= of =tine permiasible for- taking
a-Degree- Wits set at 7 7years, -- though this we later
amended the legislation Of_Deoester, 15(1), to
-10 yeers,_depending Ow_the=merit _of the case of eaph
student.- :This amendment 'also changed :the Maxima
permissible load' from 8-hot:xis-Pei Week, per skeeter,
to 10 hours Per-Week, per;semester, =and.exoePtionally
to 12- hOurs under_oettain conditions, per mei:ester.

V) The legislation laid down broad-MoideMic guidelines
pertaining-to admilsion of el:dente tl:rOugh the
Board of Admission, acadenimistandarde and the policy
on,recruitteent and hiring Of stalT- fol. the Extension
DivisiOn. _Thy- 1966- legislation- introduced another
notable factor, that therdegrees-awarded to -extension
students-should-indicsate-_the -Source Of the degree.
(This- seems ineongruOus: sines all degrees are awarded
by the faoulties,__ cf. 3.33,belew).

2.10. At the time of the opening-of the -1151 University in 1961, the
-followine-typet of courses were-Offered::. (a) courses-leading to

the B.A.legree; ,(b) ,secorwlary-level °anises Preparing students
for the Ethiopian School-Leaving Certificate; and (c) various

,non-credit course* for special interest poups, language
study, among whioh mu; a °our:* in -Amharic -for- foreigners. But
the phasing out of secondary "school level-and non-degree courses

=from Eitension has been an important _later-developoont. The
-- Faculty Council decided recently on the complete, abandonment of

the involvement of AEI -DniversitY in such courses.
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2.11. The Ei-tension Division, had. at an early stage attempted to

develop and. diversify programs- and offerings_ at the
certificate, diploma= and drigree levels; as a matter of :fact,
two of its initiatives to launch :diploma anti &gree courses
in Public Administration- 1966, and a diploma program- in
Sociolov in 1969 were-throttled because they were- not the
replications of major =Subjects in the Faculty of Arts._

The attached.--table (Table I) -shows the growingitrend in
enrollments Over the last tert,yeaire; figures before 1967
include the number of students enrolled. ,in the remedial
seconder"- School level 'and the various non-degree courses
that _were Offered. at that --time.

2.13. The Et-tension. Division--hai been _collecting tuition fees from-
its -Students since _its _inception.-- sources :Of:income- other
than student- fees are: ,=application fee, transcript fee; =

exaniinition-fee,-- anrregittration fee for late-
enrolltent: In- addition to various services such -as personnel,
purchkeng,_-- and financial=_ e.dminielration, rendered- by the
University-to= the-Ettension_Division,----the use of = classrooms,
library and--other l payment --of= electricity
bill's, -Extension-traditionally:haa-received. full service

--'--support-for= its -- programs. ---8ow,--h-olsever-1-_-_the- Extension_
Division is _extected--__te: be = self-stifficient -vith-_-respect to all
cash outlays. --should tever,-rall salaries,
pest- ef-!- Cmitunicatiteil-TiratuipOrtation etc.- from its

-own-income-. It is--;_reported-Ithatr-durint-theclext- six yeara,
income- and--expense of the-SZtension: been -rapidly
closing,-;= and--that_ fOr-_the.:e.cademic year 197142,- income was
subistantiall,* hi r- than expenditure. =

C IN'

.

3.- EVALUATION OF -PlESENT_EXMNSION SERVICES AND PROGRANS

Introduction

3.1. This _NitisionTwas--Wked-to __Stitdy-'ibire;cadernici and- administrative
aspects of --Extension- dtme by Ha: tbiversityl-with:, a: view towards
its evaluation. -----:_:_,The igithering-zot-datii_Televanf to -this

process has -been a= time-cOnsuming: taidt,--- but -within

. the -limit s of the time -_ tie - Mission his been able to
gather-_,-and. assess = great', deal --_ of evidenee- from -4- -Variety of
sources. ` DocUments-and---reports, of-the- University and of the
Extension --_-Divisionilave _been-oarefullt-atudied;- the Report: of
the Education,:Sector-Revie-W-Andithe_-reports_ of--the various Task
Forces -have -been -must- veluable-.-:- (See -Appendix II, Bibliography,

at end- of thie--Teport).-- ---=-Senior_members-:of the---Uniyersity staff,-

the Deana Of-3h0-'Fadnitiets- Of _ Arts--ank Business -Administration
and the Deaniand staff of the Ettension Division, have all

z
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provided' the Mission with _points _ of-view and evidence T about '
extension. In the wider community the -Mission interviewed
many 'senior -memberi of the 'goverment, __ PA-Vat. _organisations
-and Of the churc-h.: Some of :thetie-haVe-ithetaselves been closely
associated-with attention' either as- ledturers'or=students Or
both. All of these am now occupying --positions of importance

areaswhich- impinge closely- on the work= of extention., -The _

Mission also -extended its -inquiries -to Extension_ Centers-1n-
Debra- Zeit,' Aamarafanc Earns,- and 'talked- to the-, staff,involved

-- in- teaching Extension --olourees. In some -cases -Lgity.dents,:provided
additional evidence- for the -Miesion.- Fran_ all these sources and
--crthers,'"the' Mission has been-able to acquire the -date:to make an-

-- objective _asseinement--and evaluation or the _ Eitensidn-Division and _

it* work at- ' _ , -

3.2. Evaluation-or:any diversity der....rtlent is not a= simple _Or easy
-matter,. and the Ixtensiorldvision -has saae--unique distinguishing
!satinet which-lake aeseimient ---,even :more- difficult. The -Mission
has been gaided r the principle that _exterision-inust--le--asseesed _

---- by-the extent to which it han-achieVed-the -objectives and Purposes
as ett--dowely= University legislation. Renee Ahem-- has been an
examination- of the -"concept of extension as determined- from time
to time Varicaui_authorities. Lt* success or otherwise of the
Division might-be measured first of number of specific .

--- -indices; 2 Has-it attracted a large *Umber of students, not only -_
from Addis-'-_-Ababa:_bit-tronthe :whole of Ethiopia?- What Courses-- -

are-being offered and 'how relevant is the curriculum "'AO-- the =

"Consumerst=needs- and to the manpower needs of the countly' Bow

well -taught- are the students? What are the details-_-_otTcourse
attrition-ea' course completion rates -- -examination-sueoeinies and

_

'Lion :rates? Bali.' the Diyision----been-_-giiren the --hiamatif_ physical
and = finenCial--,.-iesciurcee--to:- achieve: the objectives the =University has
determined? Ike it -adequate' acceiModatiOni:_personneli-t'inince,
-teiching_-rteourdes?'-'1.-T-In the long- run, the -effectiveness of the
Division is determined by-the _efficienct---of-the-deCisiori-making
-process: within-the tinitrereity. How does the:adminiStrative_
machinery misting- -the'--DivisiOn'Work? Does it ensure smooth,
--efficient Operations- in_Which_dmaisions-ilare=4:triVed at with a
mu- iximitia consideration of -relevant _fattOrs-_-in -a ---minimum- of time?
Daitylt--'-oPorate--WithOntrictien_anditistinderitruiding--so: that
all those ---invelved--:in-:the decision-making process Work in harmony

*---to--Tfonaulate' policieet-ithiCh- will :='enable-iexteneion-Lto2fitlfill its
'obligations to the ,University, the cccanunity, andlthe -Empire?

3.3. Before giving an overall-asseeament of extension, the Mission
_ first_ _of all__comments.=briefly _on_i_thesei_apeCific__aspects _of- "tbe.-__

Division's werk.



to

Administration

3.4. The -Dean of the Extension Division is responsible _ to the
President_ for the -:developaent of extensiericontses within
the and for the organization 'ind. administration of
his department.-_- However_,_ his line_ of approach ,-for:decisibn-
making is quite unlike- that of other Deans, -sho;rePort_ through
en Academic --Commission to the Faculty, -CoUnei-l'on xhieh, -. it
milat be observed, are 'the- Dean and-three, elected-members_ of
that Faculty. Thlike the other Faculties of the UniVersity,
the Extension Division is not an autonomous body. It can

_ 'maker no decision to -7offer -a program leading to a degree or a
cliplamS; that responsibility :is_ "The responsibility of the
college: or faculty- that will -,-.0ard.__thS,sente"_.,- (1) _ -The =Dean
of:Extension= must:therefore seek-- approve]. :through anyone: of at

.- least five Deans concerned with extension courses, and sametites-
=through arininober -of them. /,'As there soExtenainaculty-
there e it3-40 .7Academic,-Commilsiontor Extension. There-f_isi
het-sever, an ltztensien -diumitiee whichl.aions,_ of the

omM_ i

__ttandingdttees .Aesuch, it not have
_

-- the same _representation_ from _the---ExtensiOn:DiVision as other- 4

= Faculties have on their Academic Coimniesions. Th any__case
there are no fil time aeademic_-_ staff in the ,Extension : Division.
One-mould- expect:the jExtension-,-dceimittee !t 6- beilfie_high policy

-E-- -._adyisorY :,body : to the Facultyt_Cotincilit:but-the-_--AnnUall'Repori
;witension",:Divisionistatee:-_-_4mhe _Extension

Committee times this year. The bulk of its time
_temuneratiOn-. fOr teachers."_ -

3.5._ The Extension Division --ihae no authority respect _ to the
--rintredUction-rof ,courses, the setting of _standarde,_the_iexamining
-1-of,-,students :,--_or-ihe award of degrees or -:diplomas.. Approved.
coUrses-_- are 1174,4#_____Ivr members of the department
*hick such itenrses;:ate,_ being -_ Offeredt, --Paculty=_Aembers
who ac,,_ not ,carry full f_day time loadtmay-,* ',-given_ assignments
in--,Ettension=, as part of ftheir l'restlarc,_duties (2) The
_Extension Division is not regarded. aaz an =academie, or -:a. teaching
body, but ,fitiolelyrAS.-an--_,Sd*inistratiVej_unit s purpose

_ appearte,to merely thethe- administration i of - residence -courses
offered-to.-,non-resident- (extension), students. While
responsibility-ler, the -total", =OCAS sejof extensi ant programs
seems to4*.a11.-.- on the -Dea-nlef-txtension,,,authoritY to initiate',
develop and conduct the academic program is .diffused.

a
( T) conlakattllariatkauglAt lEgtz2911i2i19 Reg(iii)

T) page 831 Handbook of Fa tYLcul Legislation, July 1968
(2) Op.- cit..Reg. (iii) (3), page 84.



throughout the faculty and administrative structure. This

-situation_ places the Extension Dean in an impossible position

in -attempting to ,develop and- innovate appropriate programs.

3.6. skier carefully- examined the- criticism made in A Blueprint

For -Development r(p.179),that:_rthe ;administration-of the Division
is -concerned that= _the,- program is not fully assimilOsCirito the

academic -structure' of the.University:but,- -on' the-- other hand,- does
not have the _autanainy its': own standards. "- Present

adrainistritive ,arrangements are ---felt-_tO-be too: restrictive, since
they'do not lerwt-themselves to courses which-Out aoroistfaculty

''do, not :allow-innovations in the- _curriculum,,- and:- require
interpretation of atsadards__and_ regulations which apply

to _regilleir " 1-

3.7. The Lesion foUnd theee,,Oriti:Cisms-- justified; with -ample

evidenee to suppert-thejatatement to the- fulleet-extent. .-- The

!fission notes-:With regret-that :apparently-Ss:jibing-has been done
to remedy= this situationl, previously reported. -__ The Mission __-_
belieVes' the present .administratiVe machinery; by which Setters,: ,

affeCting Extension are dedided_Atithin,the'Tniversity--without

adequate voice ,tor:,:lextension,-_-is: in -argent--need:_of_refora. -",z,The

diffusion:rof authority_ has red to --confusion,--- the-, multiplicity of

, -=operations. =.involved_ has led= to frustration,' ard-ihe=ineVitable
_dilayer_inz decisionMakinkron important --Matters: have._: been detri
_Seater,. to :the-best,:intiarietti -_whit*,- wrongly, '-but

understandably,',blaineetteasion.--- z

3.8.
7,7 7

-"At ;.--iiiciptiOn.fof Universi An-,-1961i ',there ware some 600
,

extension fitudenti;:regiiitered,by_.=ther_firstaimester71971-72
-this :had- grim- to .grOxth rite* .of' over'460% in a -decade (1)
This is,-a-reMarkableadhievementrfor--_,a-AepartMent any- university,

and:= it must-.ref,liet'Credit those-= responsible for-the planning

adatini etreflail: of: the-Servi ce despite; Mary-, obyiois constraints.

The growth: of:,-ettenision -0 also measure- -of: the hunger! for-

lear04-28-_011 the7--Part_ofIthose" Adults_ who'_--are--Unable

fulrlime',cOnises at`, the tinivereity.", '-':=--ACCording- to the statistics

-.000:14.sci- in the 19_7142 'Eepork_'off'sthe= Extension Diyision,I:1,824
7Students186%),TWere-anrolled'Irom Ababa, ind::6nly: 310
,(-14%)'-:froM rurak: areas.: _-_ _lloreOveri-_ the latter 'game- from only 3

liintre,-' -186,- (90A- (3%) 'ind:-Debre---,-Zeit -43
_-(2%). -present, -.ztension is chiefl confined- to'

providing= nescIL'Of.,e,v,,e1041C (part Students, taught on

the main _camptiaSt Addis-Ababa.

'(1)- Dr. SOICIOn The 'university Sol the Public:. BSI

= the-- -last= decade, -page 35.



3.9. F..+ukents Se vices

12 -

A report by the Dean Of Extension (The Last Ten Tears, p. 18) lists
a_mober- of services which the Division proyides-for its students.
These include: receiving and processing enrollments, collecting
fees, keeping_ student -recorde,-_,purchasing and-reselling text books,
and similar:matters.,_ Such services- are merely administrative house-

_ .
keeping chores. -. There are mar more :Services off_a Profeseional and
counselling nature 'which the :Division ought to Provide for -Extension
students,- but apparentlY, does not. Some of -_these have been
mentioned birs:students'in'ithes extra-curricular 'activities 'survey (1).
The Mission was therefiiConeerned,to notes that arDivisioiiwith
over 2,500: students does-not- have a-Counselling service, provided
On the=taie -s_basis as other ,Faculties with even fewer students.
The Vac:4040f .Arti, for example, has an Assistant Dean for Student
_Affairs awl an 'Assistant Dean fOr-Periannel and Scheduling.

-Courses Offered_

3.10.`:Degree-Prosrams:

_ -CoUrses-iii,-five :,degree_programs_liere- offered ii 1911=72:" -Arts,
_Business, Education, -__Public:Adininistritt.ion-rand--law-'=with a total
enrollment of 879 -(first, semester) semester). It
is noted that in the-Ipait 'decade7more:, than :200- persons-have been

, awarded degrees _through'--ExtensiOn.-_,'Y The extension degree program
is thus making,an-iMpOrtant contribution to_theSupplyof,

, professional. level manpower the Empire, Micontribution-Itich----
would not,1*-;_possible-:without_..,-eMtensien.-_Theeveniricoourses
offered. are -- the ": main,: a:. replica,- of::thoSe-iofferect:to
students in the day-. All !the': courses are =' offered'
cooperation and :approval_ of the residential- faculty, 'ands-' efforts
are made- _to ensure, equivalence in ste.ndards:betWeen the two groups
of students. In most foate-S- equivalence --is'Obtained-:throUgh the
specification idintiCaViradMistiori:requirement-147_cciirtie
organisation, --and:materials,rrinstrUOtiOnal process -- and examinations.
goat -degree "_programs-Mult`ba_i'OoMpleted_ in seven years, (in 1971

.,_; ,amendedt.to;:_tenj;yeari),-_-xitkStUdentS---haVing-Onr-theiraverage--8.6 class
centact, hours -- per sigeek.:: The-,-_XiSsioi,1_,hid:noted-the -attempts which
have -been, made, through Faculty Council legiSlation,Ito)_, force
Extension students _complete* degreeli*ithinrra_i-gitren
Presumably,-,thic-hasl_been- done on the -basis_ that a degree --extending
over =ten_ years is out date y-Ihe:timir'of,-coiiipletien.:: -HoWevar,
every encouragement should:bi-given_to,bright and. highly 'motivated
students to complete- their cOUrses'in-the minimum time. On the

-Other- hand,---those -students-1,ho- &iv-unable-to-continue for a= few,
years should be enabled to 4..eturn, to their _studied Without loss,

(1) Annual Report of Extension Division 1971-1972, page 16

7-
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and when -a course is a pre'requisite for an advanced study on
the subjeest, the Dean of a Faculty may require an updating of the
earlier course.

3.11. The -rangof_degree. programs,: even from the existing courses
with he _faeultiee-_and collegee-doek not appear to be 'broad.
enough._ --,Although-five PaCiaties offered-40- different Courses,
none of thee. 'were- in the Sciences, Public- Health, Technology or
Agriculture areas,- yet--these have been listed as areas of acute
manpower_rceedii ty..the_Education Sector, Review. '__ (The Iiiiion
noted.-that in,4Extension-__cOurse iii the -Building Trades was offered_
in 1969, but wasl subeeqUently discontinued.). No Attempt appears;
to haVe_been.made tO -establish 'degrse-.Courees different in-content-
-fres thoee' offered fo,rigUlar.itudenti,- to meet the different_ needs
of adults : who are already involved in the practical _problems of
.business and.the_professiOniii. 'Courses in computer science, urban
stUdiee, adult edication, mediCal. Carel_ administration, Ethiopian_

'studies,_ literature,- the Fine Arts and ,Creative Arts, for example,
would be extremely-relevant to the.,needs-of_Ithiopiaz society and
the interests:of adults.; -- should not _be'-neces-sary._to-, wait i-for
suchT-courses -_be .Offered__ to fthel_piuth-, in;dsky, scheol_ programs as-_
*-.condition fOr their' extension-to the adult clientele for whom
extension was pieited.-;_toserie.

3.12. It mustialso7'be _ observed. that all the degree courses Offered- (With
the exceptioh--of:-,thiiJ.pre=erigIneeri4-00uree)- are in the arts and
social r sciences:_ area,. At a period when the Ethiopian -society is
desperately personnel,
especiallyin teaohing,--, it 'fa, difficult oundertiend such
courses are not extension, at least on he main
atunkus,----_ where -library _-arid- laboratory- facilities must be presumed
to be satisfactory. =Such courses could be -..Madi_available on a
Wider...;geographical _basing:AI_ regional: Centers .or_ by cOrrelpondence-
anr1-_otherE msdiav and will be examined more fully in another chapter.

3.13.- A further limitation on the -educational --effectiveness of the degree '
Oourserprograti.,iithat::nonei.or Iho____PrOttapis taught-__by 'extension in
Addis, Ababa- is offered at any of the: centers, or to any
individual in rural areas. This is a gap_-lithich-must-Iie filled,
and. the -14,iiiion -lakes specific --propeialti_ regarding this short-
coming later-in-the-Report*

3.14. In its report the .Edigsatioi-__Sect-Or ,Review Task :Force on Manpower
drew- attention to the acute shortage of :skilled manpower both at
the_--eorr-,level-and: at iiigher-Ilevels_'Ofi,employient._:- The Task
Force emphasised that --ii-large;-noMber_ot_ipositione continue to be
filled- by .expatriates bedauee_there_are no Ethiopians available
with the requisite qualifications. On the other-1mnd, the Report
indicates that 8O45ekof-the_ employed expatriates have technical
and uniVertity_ qiialifications. In the public sector alone -2,700
positions are filled by expatriates. Ilanpower:shortages are
listed_ for -engineers,-:- technicians, -doctorsi medical personnel,
statistician.- and-econcaists while -personnel in many other areas
are in urgent need- of upgrading their skills.'
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3.15. The Mission endea.voured to ascertain whether the University or

. Extension is Planning' dourees to meet the needs pinpointed by the
Task Force: In so far as Extension is concerned, no new
programs of the kind, needed. "can be offered because Extension
can supply only programs which have been Previously developed
for day students. - Clesz-ly- there is need' for a basic policy
shift if Extension is to be able to develop cUrrieUlathat have
immediate" relevance to the Empire's actual manpower needs.

3..16.- In evaluating the cOurSes Offered- by; Extension and: the curriculum
followed: in thoii 'bourses, the Mission- sought-'1O- discover the
extent to which 'the courses met national social manpower
needs; the extent to Which the courses --_were introduced.- on the
basis, of reaearckfindings and. Whether 'the curriculum was
-relevant to the practical needs of the student', in his :professional

the extent to which there was prior -consultation with
the --institutions, --- agencies -and. lidividUali-who--were concerned

' with the implementation- such-programse -whether as administra
tors -cr, asroonsumersif --- "-:

3:17. The' KitisiOn_ .MUsti-repOrt that in respect '--to:---the above' iniPdry
there is widespread. public criticism- of the' University and of
the Extension Division. Mint persons _holding responsible
positions in goVerninent I industry and *stings stated that
-Extension courses were not Meeting-the -reedit_ Ofithe people, and
that the -University and/or- Exteniion, had. apparintly :made: no .

attempt o -ascertain what these needs were or io'-relate-Course
develotinent-t0-"them. Again, many people: with -expert ' knowledge
in :education, agriOtiltUreii-gevernient Concerned

. that courses could be-4TedUced--by---Unitersity .-icsideMica: without
I a - - - - - a

--consultation_ with__the.7:practitioners and consumers. 'Consequently,
in tha:OPinianr*f- such observers, University Extension rcourses
tendite--;be tee_ general's* -theoretical 1*-and._-.not--a/oseili 'enough
related to the praatical needs of the -adult'iltucient::_who-is already
'working_ in ;the* profitation:-' fairneei to the: Eiteneian' Division
it must_ be said that it has had.little eV_ in either, this course
offerings or the:Content:Cf:-the --coUrsee.s tinder the Faculty

_

count:3:4 -Legislation -(1968) ,-Eitension courses must be similar in
i.content to those offered to-_-regular students. Indeed, some
Faculties -'have gene further ruling that if there is no
similar -program available to'regUlar'lettidemta then it _oannot be
mads available to Extension tittidenta.- "legislation, -' the .

Fadulties (and. _there is no. Extensieri-Facultir) are _at present
clearly responsible for Cotirses'ancl-feionree -content. If the
Eitensien-. Division is to- ba:held-responeibla.-i- as it should be
for providing Course* 'relevant to the nee4S of adults in the
nations- then_ clearly some -radical ficiati'polici and administra
tive Changes; will be nebasSary';`'

41
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oma' Programs;

3.18. A intibir of sub4thiversitY conrses, entitled, "diploma programer,.
are- offered at the Addis Ababa :Camptts Center and. at Extension
Centers. The 8 programs at-the 'isain-CampUszinclude more -than 37
courses, with a total enrollment of 848. Three' other programs
for 136 studenta aka aveallable throsigh Engineering Extenision.
At ,tsmara,- liarar -and iabre I-Zeit' 6 of the Main -Campus- diploma
bourses -are-also- availlablelwith 210 students 'enrolled.

3.19. The Mission noted that in general the diploma courses 'are terminal,
they are not available to regular students, entrants had not
completed- full-university entrance; reqUiremente, and the courses,.,
do'not generally= oftei credit "towards, any further degree. It was
-noted,:--however, Wit' some Offthe Courses do meet the needs of adults
`in,middli level eiPlOyment. Courses Which do not attract- a
tnificient nuMbeeof'studerrts are considered for withdraWal.

-Determinationto/Withdraw a course: seems to -be based upon_financial
raasona"41-uneConoMic- class" _rather than considerations of manpower

-needs.
- -

+ -

3.20. 'There_ apPearS-= to be- Some -need- ;Or definitive criteria in determining
Whether---a-cinitse-zii*tO leak-to- the:granting, of =Diploma _by the
UniVerSity: diploma **et 'ought to_be "of eifficient__ standard
in_ -quantity, -qualiiy,! -and:examination-that it:leads a --
substantial .,--inor'tOwerds_ aidegree level_attaintent. Indeed. the

:holder-_oea,Diplamiodth-TpuSearin--,_Partioular-_inbjedts'at _a high
-ShoilCaspiCt- that of his credit a_ up.1- be -_ applicable if

ha.; laterr_eniroliS for an- approPriate degree.: The _standard" of entry
is not O. -relevant_-faCtor, _-unless.-it- is -_desired:_to restrict enroll-

imporkantia the -standard- reached= at the end of-
-adourse-:eit-ending_ over 5r or, 6-_--seitesters::----; .mile- it is true that

specific objebtiVei-may be
terminal, _---_-othera Might_'_well converted into a_degree,' and
isitensiOn--StUdents-.-shouldlla given this opportUnity.

-tertifioitO:iiicrOthei'LIFOriair'Prokrams

3.21. '-21.1Wr--Exteneion Division Offered from time to time courses below
_= #university entraier level = or in commercial and.-_ secretarial fields..

Thera-has been no coniiiirtent'Uniireisity Or Exton-Sion policy
regarding such offerings; -_-and:no-. clear line _of demarcation as to
what should be the legitimata-livils----or:areits-of study for University
Ertension,_ and-what levela'or areas_ shoed be the responsibility Of
'other'reducational agindies,' Stich-Las the Ministry- of Education.

3.22:- The i'XisiziOn--nOted`lhai wile* courses -have been:offered only because
no other. institution Mai' available to provide them. These -courses
fulfilled an urgent need in making a contribution to lower skilled
manpower and in preparing students for higher level courses.
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Whether-University Extension should offer such courses, and at what
level, will depend, on the interpretation the -University gives to
the' concept and role= of Extension. -Whatever decision is made in
this matter, if is suggested that the University-confine its awards
to degrees diplomas and oertificates:st the Professioiel and Sub-

0 Professional Other, agencies me7 properly ask extension
for assistantoe in the education and training-of -meow staff who.
will themselves be responsible for the training of persons at the
lower levels. In.such cases, the nature of-the award is the
responsibility of the- sponsoring' authority, not the University.

Informal Programs

3.23. The l[iasion noted that _all of- the Programs-_offered,-by_Extension were
"formal"-progralis i.e. they followed-a carefully prepared and
-prescribed curriculum 'they were taught 'by conventional methods,
entrants were toi.asoertairi whether they had -reached a pre

_ determined standard, and *mined -in. -order to obtain award or
recognition upon -completion. Norsoever,_ studenti-in: such--_courses
generally Were motivated -to -obtain higher-_ skills :and qualifications
towards some peOUniary-reWard- their-employment. _

3.24.-- Bat_ there is another range .'of programs -which Extension .divisions
_ generallt-develop 7-;and which =frequently becomes their _major activity.
Thit- the--providing_of: programs_ of= -interest -.ani_value-- to the--adult
-population. -'-The-Kission notes that thel-Hsr 'UniversitiExtension
Divition:haa offered:no =such- pregrats, althoigh-_-11131 'University -Faculty

Legislation-- state.: _that _--it--_ is Abe': function; of extension to
organise- and- offer_ "lectures,- seminars and related- cultural setivities
including the: user'ot teleVisionf-and-_ seradio pientitions."-- (omit .82)9
The Mission-visited- ibe_i_lials-'lledia'Cenfor-ank-leiritled -that_ the:re is
an--apparent -reciptiVity theri:to7collaboration-Withrextension in the
develop oent__ of a -range , of -oulitral---anelearnin&--ectivities- that
Woad .oarrY out- the': misiion-, of both :these- agencies. The =Mission
was struck -by -_the- rapeated:referenoeir in various -Government agencies,
to. Ethiopia's Urgent -"need =for--the- development- and co=ordination of
strong adult educati\zn_-programs at the comiminity -level.-- In the
face of such widespreigievidenoe-_-ofieied-recogniti-on-and-apparent
willingness to coopers e' end_cOordinate in, adult program-efforts
extension_ has an unused. portunity -to initiate significant adult

_ _ _

education- activities t ther-isedia.

Course Completion and:itkition Rates

3.25._= The figUrel _for_ Addis_4baha Extension programs, both degree
and -diploma, eh-ow a completion rite of from 80-104 for most courses.
This is a very ,high _standa4_,_for :any Este_nSion department and
indicates high motivation tyr students., -
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3.26. However, the inconsistent results from Engineering Extension
_ call -for cosieent._ . 104 cal:plated tte course* in

practical and "relevant" subjects (Reinforced Concrete, Highway
_ Engineering),-the .completiOtt rite for most- courses in mathematics,

and physios -raged between 40' aid The -implications are that
the student* had insuffiCient* initial .foundation work; or that
they -ware _poorly taught or badly-eismined; -or tint _perhaps all
'three factors played -some, part. It is -difficult_ to -recionoile
thelle rosu/ts_witli the statement_ in the Extensien-Deante 1971-72
Anal,Report (p.13): "The _laths Department *of the _Faculty of
!Pianos: has provided syllabuses for_all &the 101, 102, 149' and
150-eourses for -usie to all extension instructors teaching maths
course: in the main Campus, ,engineering or Proviisoiel-oenters.
Desidel,-.during the =rent _yearl-the Department- has made -a, _-

coulendable effort of cooperation- and has shorn a great concern
in the teabhing:of mathematics in the-Extension.- it sponsored
Departmental_ meetings -Of all staff -sabers to which Estension
instructors -were: invited._ _Illaths testijnd examinations questions
and student answer pepersn-were_reviewetiby_the Department -and
Extension= student perfondanoel ars- -compared with-ithOse = Of:the
d.-ay- :classes." It _ay be_ neoetsary the future- fortenision -to
organise -short _r_bridging-earits".-,1-in-siathematicii-and science to
bring stUdeirts,,-_ Who had,:-Ocepleted-: the S.L.C.R.:= bat _ who- show .

scims_weikielas in -these areas, up to the livid_ required for the pro"
engineering-,coase._

,3.27. -Waist* degree -_progrimis May_ be ociapletecl in 7 ,years or less.
.Reoords_ indicate that = studeitsti_Participate, in _learning activities
on an iiirerage__4--*8.6_hourerper week:: ,This is a_ long
sal, task,- ad the -Wonder: is that so many_ complete the degree.
Effort:I-shot:1d be iada-to-rishertiii this period,' _wheirepoisible, with-.
out lowering acadmido stab:1Am. This could be done,if, _employers.
would- .provide more day release time to extension -et:gents= or even

full .asester, within-which-the proven_ student would be__ allowed *.

to- his grogra._ _ Those with outstanding records as
Ettenlion-iitialents _might: well be awarded special Scholarships and
living allowances _ to doi-, the -final' -year =subjects as regular_ students.

Highly _ocopetent- welters :Students _ shouldmet:be --held back.
Was flexibility in the -ris.P.idions might enable an Extension student

to complete his.degrea-in- four or five years. Such an arrangement
would provide sore highly trained- manpower in a. such shorter- tins,
an:eacitgai0-idevelo-paisk aadvaiitage:-whibli-ShoUld_not- be ignored.

There is need farTthe:_appointnent. of a counsellOr-who,conld advise
students sacOsing-__tii_ their ability as tO.the.= most desirable rote
of progress, and advise employers regarding-Abe released time
provisions that Wald -lost adventageonsly- supply the-employer with
a fully trained worker.. lit addition, extension students should
--not-te-tied-to-regulations-relatineto-regular-studonts: --(Recent
Faculty. Counci: amendments_ have eased_ this_ problem, but the
implementation of the appears to be too
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3.28. The Elision noted from the Extension Deants Report, 1972, (pp3-4)

that the total enrollment for the first semester was 2,784, but that
enrollment dropped to 2,314 during the seooni semester. The figures
suggest an overall Extension attrition rate of 25%, but in fait the
rate is probably less since disoontinsing students would also inoluite
some who have ocapleted their oourses istocessfUlly. The attrition
rite for the wain ompts_(18.811) is relatively low, but the fall-off
in 71Inginsering (49.2%) in Extension should bi a matter for further
investigation (1). In general the fall out rates of Extension
students are comparable with mew of those in the day faculties,
e.g. medicine 41%, Edication 33%, Arts 19% (President's Snort
1970-719 p.198).

3.29. The lOss of ,students by attrition is a loss which the thiversity and
the Ethiopian society ill afford. TM-masons for fall out are
lama to be inapproTriate courses, ineffective teaching, inadequately
prepared stage_ nts, personal adjustment problems and financial
difficulties.- Some,:of-these might be-msolved extension- students
had Absi-servicis of a--couneellor.

3.30. -Mother:flatly-of' inomailbereleiranosi to attrition rates is the
-_forosl-oCcipationel mobilittOtiiany -extension studenti who _are civil
-servants, _goVemeent- eisployees; teachers, Members' of -the-armed
servioes and Other -roccuPations. -Students in__ suoh trockiPaticeri
-ocemnioe a course and thin be moved to ii_place-ithere-thsti -are-no
!sanitise for continuincthe course. It -is to-,'_be- -hoped that the

-introduotion of-correspontionoe:and -other _Mediated_ courses will enable
stiielenti-to- continue their 'studio s rega$Mis-ot phones:- of residence
for any rear n. Woster-student nobility" dictated-- by__ sot nada or

-_-_other reasons s-must bii matohed_by-mobility of opportunity _to learn.

0raduation

3.31.- The_ Elision noted that to date ease_ 2,100 !student: have_been belied
by_Extension to obtain-degrees,diplcsas- or cortifioates. These
graduates' haVe been employe& by- goViiriiment depaiMents- at teachers
and lidsaMi-stritOrs,: priVate__Ciganisations. --The-_entrance
Cr ootitinuation - of iiiise--graduates-in- emplOyment; has meant an
increase- in-the high level manpower pOol--at -a critical stage in the
developient of Ethiopia: -Iasi. of -theAgraditateli'daspleted their
studio*, at -the 'Ilitension -Center: Amara, :Rarer, -Jima- and Debra
Zeit, but-more- potential high- level workers siwait:i-sissilar opportunity
throughout Ethiopia. The manpower -moonrise- Midst in_ this period of
-national development ere-there, needing only opportunities for
--development such as extension-has-a mandate-to supply.

11) Compirative figure, for the residence- students Was 14% (The
President's Report,- p.172). --Although-it is not clear whether the sets
of statistics refer to the. sem semester, the inference is clear that
in Engineering the attrition rate is much higher for Extension students
than for residenoi students.



3.32. According to_Faculty Council Legislation, an ER adversity degree
earned-throush_Extention mist -be so identified. The Manion
feels_ strongly that this,practice is an unneoessary and illogical
died:initiation against the extension student. kw degree is a
degree of the University, _ not at a piaticetr depertsent Within it
(else there is no Meaning _to" rUniversity') The .Mission
resume:ft that Faculty Council Legislation on this matter should
be amended._

_

Extension Centers

3.33. following a meeting with the AMU* Extension teaching staff, the
Mission expresses_ its ,conaiin at the situation there. There has
been _a decline in-numbers in the accountancy in that center as
local- students-bine withdrawn-te take a degree (in less:time) -frac
Amara_ University ratherihau continue towards a DiPlasa frail
BSI University in a longer tic*. _StvAsnts were sensitive of the
higher standard of the ESI-_ University course aid of the greater
preitigs of HSI_ University, ,hat in pragmatic terse -bad little
alternative hitt _tci enroll with Mar* University. The -admissions
requirements at Assara-tbiversity_ are apparently different from
those, at HSI University.= There-is no_ mutual-reeognition of course
crodits --between H rsity.Aind. Antal*, adirersity._ 1.a a result _

both Atemairl- Uniyaisity and- Mt _University niion are in *Mat
oompsting-: Witti- each other:tor:very loam -resources., This is a
tragic we-ste_ or human endeavour- and remain:as where instead then-
shoed be coordination lug: cooperation. The Mission believes
there is- peedltor University-at _lemarii,..-and that-tbe Goverment
stioed-takiv'apptielriati' action:10 see that_ it meets the full
req uirements of a uniVersity,----andLtbat-it__:offers a wide -range of
courses at approved standards. ; Further,, the _ Mission believes
that there shoultbe 1111041,6 --diesoussions between Asiaraand ES!
University With__a-:view toithe noognition_ of each- others_-courses,
and-,40- the; re/atiensbip_ between-,,Extension courses and Ameara
University.: It would 'be i:in, the bist interests of _Ethiopia
generally, if, 4n_time,_-/Emira-UniversitY-,coUld meet the needs of
Extentioird-gr eS_Itildents in that area, freeing ES! University
'Extension to transfer its reiouroes,to_.other centers in greater
needvand to develop non4legiee-_-adult-:educatiOn Programs at
Asmara for other clients. Indeed, JUDO Extensionibas_an iapire-
wide mission, and both -BSI University and Asmara University have
the same- Chancellor, _there_woult seem_ to_be a_.good rationale for
ESI_thiiveriity_Extension-_to,serve the -dim area byrmaking use
Priestily of_tbe_appropriate:academio resources at Asmara,
-single Empire-4as Extension, serving all higher education,
institutions would be a desirable objective. .
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3434. The 'fission also visited the Extension Centers at Debie Zeit

and Bahr and was impressed with the development potential there.
There appear to be in these amit%other provincial number

onof instituti. organisations and agencies involved in :dultadult
nand eitension-r o..grimei-often acting independently of

each other, sometimes competing and conflicting, and rarely
coordinating the- splaying of limited-resources-ton/Aft croon
objectives. The Mission noted that there ars eleven Ethiopian
towns With a population above 20,000, and another eleven between
10,000 and 20,000 (1). This population distribution MP, suggest
the possible development Of future Extension Centers. How
centers should_ be- sited, and the . role of-- extension in_ provincial
oe.t.,tere is asatt.roforitióil importance which -is -dealt with
later in the %Port. -_,At _this,poiut, Ihe-Rissitin'notes-that the
limited- development of Patent= CenternAl the result of a-too
narrow concept of 'Adversity-Extension. limilAdversityl limit, in
the rutin-el plan to take extension- to,those provincial areas
whom the great bulk- of the -population -live, and'Idto are inmost
need= of the opportunities extension= can

I

Extension Center id -_-Zarar

3-.35. During 1964 through -1967, the Iktt ensiOst Division witnessed its
szpionsioet-- outside l Addis Ababa, including- the offering:(4mm
1964)- ot_Ettionsiotticourses-iii-'15orer.-- -Originally a law course
was -provided inliarar to cater to the -needs- of local _lawyers and
judges.=- =gowever, :at===_Piesent-lonit -DiPlansi:level courses in Public
AdministratiOn-and Education Axes-Provided, with. 34 and=--55 students
attending thole respeotively:- Ten :instructors jar* employed to
Wart full okourioms." "In-the=first semester-of 197041, a survey
was conduCted= to-akplOre the'needs_-for--Diplome level education
CouS both= in Amato- and _Rarer% -The- _survey revealed that there
'Mrs many= qualified candidates -and instructors in sub sector.
Prom the second semester on, -Diploma level.:=COurse1 were consequently
introduced, in both tome.: Provincial-_Slementaw_sithool teachers
miitO f=onierly" had- to -enroll in-nOn-editottioni extension_courses

as public= administration- and. accountancy) are now able to
continue studies in their-own chosen field._ Introduction of the
education . courses has meant -a- great deal for t survival of these
two centers.

3.36. From a visit to Rarar, and discussion with persons in the field
Of education as Well as some of the instructors involved, it would
appear that there is need for the:reinforcement of the education

(1) a. An Atlas of Ethiopia, leafing Walde Mariam; Reprint 1970,
Asmara, Ethiopia, page 74.
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diploma course through correspondence and multtlmedia courses
in the province, and a better 'Curriculum design, in which the
partidipation of the clients could te,obtained. There is a

ofT99 government schoolsin the province, and. many other
private's institutions;' of these. only 12 exist in Rarer so that
ettensiOn,courses are not=- accessible to manyteachers desirous
ofiWprovincon_their qualifications and economic ditions. Out
of _the 13 AWrajasi 8 have gOod"-_postal. facilities, and extension
coUldigreatly improve opportunity for learning if it utilised
distance_edUcation methods. :The 'only professional alternative
to an improved and--- broadened- extension prOgramr the summer school
facility provided_ forliteachere by the ,ficultyzof editaation of the
HSI University_ it Addie-_-Ababa is a- costly:and- uncomfortable
situation many =of _the --provincial teachers, administrators, and
- supervisors; who are _keenly mOtivated.

3.37. It is also suggested that the HSI University Extension contribute
to development- in Harar as well as elsewhere* of _vocational
trainint_schools- for industrial arts and home economic courses
for women., -Extension -could_make a= significant contribution by
offering courses for the contintdng, professional education of the
persons needed in these' fields.

3.38. The Diploma level_ course _M__pablic alministration__is said- to be of
_

great_-help'-itk'People-_in:=Hatar,_;iii_helpineto1-_,:iiatisfy the desire
for:-conttinning_iedUcatiOn,Oii the park-of interested_ graduates.
ProVitionshoUld: be,made;:t0--launcka--Degree_leVel coarse in public
administration-ill:Haittr.- AdditionallY, -,-__ it- -would _,be profitable to
have", a--DiplOcia7,4rge/-cotiree_injaisi--=taught:_r- m _Amharic. It
PrepentaTa-_great advantage__ itself_ besides serving the people
who, cannot or= far- those :who have
retired. -__ AxtenSiOnL_WoUld'=-16-:. of _direCt--- service rtO.,the= group, if

--it could prePare-"seminars=and_-diiiOneeion- groups _for-_ the general
public; coordinateAtkprograims With-authorities in the field of

community-T,diveloPment.a4 agriculturii_extension;
devote,_attentiOn-,:to7-the'betteiinenti:Of__women,:_through_-apPropriate
courses personnel:from_the Waiter?

Coed-flora_ a _verrinlightened c_ lientele for:Extension
courses, if they _Were "_-_directiiit:.toimies OoniseM_conoerned with the
-477-14041,18 of

3.39. However, if Extension is to be effective, it -inust____giire more emphasis
in_the proSince of Harar_to the develorment_and-- relevance of
edUcation courses. r-The--tirittProblem is-that the _Sixtrince
qualificitiOn'of -teSoOrii who=enroll-for ExtensiOn- in edidation
shoUld be for comprehension, of such
courees-air moderainathematicCoritigliSh language. Secondly, a
close contSot-Ishonld he'maintainectlietleen the appropriate faculty --
in _Addis-Ababi-end theE-Indtructor_ffakjittilirk 11-tozsui of providing

Students-with:appropriate and st_and4rd coirseioutlizies.. There is
- pancitY 'Of-reading-ntaterials-_and:ininiffiCient equipiont for

dMpliCatinkhindout-titiirials; 'LAI* innovations 'in the methods
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employed in the education diploma level courses, is resisted 'by
the students, because of fear of their supervisors' reactions to
new or different teaching- practices. It may therefore be equally
desirable- to offer a arallel Diploma course for supervisors to
create a better climate for -improved educational practices, and to
reduce the reluctance of teachers to go beyond the real or assumed
limitations _set by supervisors. There is a. further need. for
Extension to develop programs for those great numbers of studentswho fan, in the:12th grader- and who might, with additional training,
became employable or qualified school leavers. -The cost of
Extension coarses-would,fall particularly bad' on each students,
however, and to succeed programs would have -to.be *fended Aifferently
and in cooperation with other; government agencies.

3.40. The lftssicals field studies clearly suggest that Extension's methods
of information on courses need to be made more effective. As
noted elsewhere the lUssion found evidence of a need to provide
for the teaching of public adminisrEration ant accountancy in
Amharic rather than in English, because of the insufficient
mastery of English of most of the students.

Library Facilities

3441. Yundamental-te the Bifaces! of_ allff Extension program, especially
for students in degree or diPloma --courses is the -availability of
library materials. The Extension students in Ethiopia are
required to parehase --their= chin teitbooks; but a university
education -: is not obtained from prescribed :textbooks. Students

-must haVe access to= "41- widerange_ of reference"bock. if they are to
have a--wider_viaw of their discipline, evidence from many sources,
and the different -point, of View of say scholars to be studied
and assessed. ' In comparison With-the regular students, Extension
students suffer 1.-number=of hardshi'psanti:disadvantages. The
pressure. of time is --a major hardship i- for 'Extension students who are

-in mm19:fluent by dty'frid mtuit'study-ty-night. Distance is another
hardship; students cannot drop into the library during a spars
half hour- attluncif tile.: On the-main- campus, the library
facilities are available to Extension Students ,ifl the evening, and
are well used. TO acetaikodate-the- students, it may be necessary to
extend the reading hours, even to midnight, eepeoially towards
examination time.

3.42. The ltiifsion netet With _sew 0.0nCerti_ihat Extention- students are
not able to borrow books freely until they have acquired 35 credit
hour.._ In addition, _they must we. 110 deposit. A deposit is
not required of first year regular_Istildents. Wherever the
Extension stadisnt tarns, he is faced -aith whet almost appears to
be punitk-e and arbitrary regulation* Vat set Mil apart from
regular students.- TheT fact- that .hek=iii a mature and responsible
adult .who pay. his own Way despite -h' 'hips loess only to exposekis to exploitation. The arguaent that library deposits areneeded because 'the attrition- rate is-heavy in the first year applies



'equally, in many oasis, to first year day students. %Sides;
the. free, availability of books f)r Extension students to take
home and study might well be a factor in reducing the attrition
rate.

3.43. At Dstie, Zeit; the_.Hission was *pressed with the library at the
:Air Force_ baee. The generosity of the Air Force in. making this
facility available to all Extension studentsmust be greatly
appreciated. At. other centers, however; -4,brary facilities are
quite ine.deqoatS_for the, needs of Extension students. _*-* The
National leibraryOfferelittle assistance for its branch libraries
in Debre_ Gondar-- and.-74smara. They are
quite inadiqUate for -community reqUireMentsi let alone, meeting- any
demEui"is_frOm_ extent5f*. students. If _ eitensi on _is _t to _move into
the wider field" of developing courses : for country -,students;
whether in Extension. Centers or by correspondence and other-Media;
the _University and the__Extension Division must give serious-

tóIa soiena for .providng-.students with relevant- reference
books.- -It,eng be __necessary for the TExtension Division- to
establish its branch of the _University
Library. The-_ Kennedyt_iHSI Universitylibrary--:hasiexperimented.
with Ifieisailing:,0f-_-.paperbacks-,to various locations in -Ethiopia.
The experience- gainekwill,be useful to the library and extension
in implementing plans-for centers and supporting _Mediated.
instruction to-distant,learners:

'Staff

-3.44. The In.ssion,noted-Ihat _there were no ball-time academic staff
appointed to the Extension Division. Staff; drawn-,from _one or
two _sources; are_jeppointed, on a part-time basis for tritn-Wig
extension prom's*. ,Staft,ris,drawn; first --and _primarily, from
among the -regular members of the Fecultz = The Mission has
concluded. that this practice carries With it undesirable
consequences. - = It appeare, that ; in :the :main, regular faculty
_teaching -in Extension are yoenger_members,of staff' who seek this
additional werkrtO suppleMent,Aheir- income. -_ The Mission believes
that 'University staff at all levels:should :Le .paid a sufficient
salary so that seeking _outside ,employment is unnecessary. Farther;
Extension teaching, if doneeffectively,, and conscientiously, is
time andienergy cOnstving.- , The :staff niember:who also teaches in
Extension deprives time-and creative ,energy needed for
reading; ;writing; research and _preparation for the teaching of his
regular-students. duality of all aspects of academic work; in
both residence and Eiiension; is likely to =Buffer whenever extension
teaching is merely an oVerload for extra pa. Ten of the regular
HSI University staff are teaching up to 8 hours a week in
Extension; which is equivalent to a second full time teaching load.
Two "part tine" Extension teachers also teach the equivalent of a
full load. (Part time teachers4 drawn from outside the University;
is the second source of Extension staff.) The teaching of
Extension students demands techniques different from those used in
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teaching regular 'students: -Here are adults, Eh different
backgroune.s and -re-spoluiibilitiesi with different educatioial
experiences, -,,fi-th :different patterns-of' motivation. = They are
often fatiguedafter a day's work but they are still keen to learn.
They need fresh, original, 'sparkling, spontauxous, and stimulating
teaching. They should not have to suffer-a tired repetition of the
lame, lectures- given to dkv I rstudents -as ofte happens.

3.45. the -Mission was not able: to sobserve any sextelision classes, bit' the
evidence suggests- that the traditional 'forma:, lecture, with student
note' taking--;and memorizing, =appease- to' he --iles 'major- teaching method.
No attempt appeare-to_ihave--been :made'-to:develdp:teaching_techniques
appropriate;=to the adult group. -sThellisiliCh pas pleaied. -CO note
that Extension has-taken-action JO- Obtain student. evaluations of
te-acb.343=e-Priiceduiee._ '- :There -1.s' -not l'i,lioleveri luvr. Staff training
progiam- for those who teach Extension.-4360202.1 _ Extension student s
should- experience teaching whit:ft-A:a-at least ad -welt prepared as that
for day- studentsi and the quality of the worlii inelliking the giving
and--correcting_'of frequent --assiganents- and tests, mist be__-- consistently

-- high. 'Adult---studeite-tend- to :he more;:43ritiCal;_od demanding. They
are- -not :Captive l ''and -because' of their -pOisitions:00- 'I- potent factor
in -the -qUality'_ok the--UnivereitYt-C-tlie populace.

3.46. While it has teen said ;that :If:saddling -adtits ieli--tieily -specialized
field= and should not normally done Eby the regular staff, this
does not obviate the necessity, for the ProfeSsor_andlie of the
Appropriate department to be- directlyLinvolved-An--Exte- :ion_ courses.
He iti regarded_as the top -man in hie-diecipline-wo at-ithe
frontierer of knowledge , and Extension :-students" 'shOUld not miss the
-stimulus which Ought to :ewe -from.12.4h a--Person.- -It would be
curioUe_if-a student- -gained a degree: irCicIeitioulaiw::diapipline,
yet had -never-heard 'e- lectu re Or 'Participated-in a discussion led by
the Professor of the subject . , ----, --- r-

/

3.47. The leoond source Of -Eitensi643 -tee.ohers- are persons -frail "outside"
. the University from` the -cotrunity.; CarefUlly selected, they can

bring-a 'frashrLsi practical -releVanoe:and.'enthitsieskto their
teaching= which encourage adults to learn. ' If-- they are not care-
fully ealeatedi if thek--do -riot-- hate' academic competence_; if they
are -unreliable Or undonscientiouti, they mhotild-not--be 'engaged in
teaching Extension stUdents.'. Apparently riOt al the part -time

. ExtenSiozi teachers and- lecturers 'have been of top quality_ . A new
method Of selecting,- appointing, .train a-ing and bUilding -career
pattern for fill- and Pert-time- -s=taff in the 'Extension Division will
have to be developed.-
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'Staff Hatters - Non --Academic
.

3.48. The Mission eismined the number and quality of non - academic
staff in the Division, with respect to the, duties they were .

required to: perfOrni. Two deficiencies were noted: 1

1) The Records Officer is greatly overworked in a responsible
position comparable to that of Regiitrar. Her status,
salary and duties need

_

re-examination. te--1

2) Theta in clearly insufficient :clerical- help in the Division
anditha Pradtide of re/r..ng on student help is at bast an
unoeitain-wear'of _stet:4g an itaportant section. If there
is to be aupr major` deValoPaent in.estension work,- it is
essential that there' -be adequate clerical- and administrative
assittanoe.- '

'Accommodation` luid%Resourcet-
.

.3.49 'Hie- HiiiiOn end he-'act:eamodatini Pfesently allocated to
extension on -the'main';eamputi.- 'found the adMinittrative offices
inadequate:- and- insufficient for -'pre-sent requirements, and notes -
that -no .-liture---deiVildpaents Wed.-be -possible without an increase

Offici7iPtoe.--- =-- thin lack_ of apace results from the
large minter- of -lining --cabinets; nedeitaii for the keeping of
Student Ireedriis._-,7-The itissiOn _suggests -s study be made by
offiee'effipienefexperts -:/to:detereine_ what -records shou/d be

torati and which *cords -Mould be transferred to
-the:oinitriti'adniriittration-regietry.-- -The accounting system also
appears to` be antiqUated,--- requiring many 'ten-tours spent in
labotiOnt harid sorting and. checking.-

.

3.50. The'Extenaion-dffice is also badly rieed of modern equipaent,
electrid-tytewriterell- photo-OOpiersil_duplicatora and modern record
and filing eystemi: Eventually, ExtenSiOn should have a computer
and/or closed-- cirdat-teleitision link ,With the Central university
records and accounts sections. Further, if Extension intends to
develop. a correspondence_ and. media section,: it will need .
considerable caPital,ontlattc especially in-printing, duplicating,

fi4dx*BiOgraph machines,'. and other communications
equipaeirt.:' Perhaps the recently established Department of
aritei Design' arid.-lytta, Prods:awing Services could act as

'consultant to review the* prOdedures in the ExtenItion

3.51. In regard to lecture-roans, the kiision was informed that all rooms,
in the building were available after 6.30 PM, when Extension has
priority. From Nondsty to- Thursdarthere- is- 104 occupancy . of
every room between 6.30_ and 8.30 PM. It would be impossible to
schedule additional ilaise's in this building. As a temporary
ineainkre4- iniiiitigationimight-be made to determine whether some
olasisesOOu/d- Bohodialed-earlier than 6.30- PH weekdays, a
heavier laid on Frid*s, 'arid the poisibility of classes on
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Saturdays. University authorities are, WWI of. these_

deficiencies in accommodation. The Advisory-Cotsnittee, -in its
Second Report. (p.17), made, the following suggestion: "The
possibility Of_ utilizing space_ in commeroial_ and public
buildings:in Addis -Ababa should be" explored,' since we understand
that the University building* ere- now crowded dUr4..ng the hours
available for_ extension work".

3.52. It is generally recognited,that __soils Additional accommodation
.both for administrition and for claietes is an urgent problem
for ExtenSion. The Advisory Committee _proposal,: if implemented,
must be seen as -a teiporary,,titop=g4 arrangement. -There will

. be disadvantage* AS,_:Well- as advAntigeitAn sichA move.
Aditinistiative contact With-the main campus will ,become

-_-__inconvenient and-time consuming. ..-Rowilierr. the- -major argument
againit-iich a Sieve is the--psychological effect on the_ student.

They mar-feel- they have been removed from_ the main campus -as
though they were Aineelcome. As- an-integral ps_rt---of:the-_University,

they must be made to feel so, especially- as thetaome---in--the-
evening,wheh the University takevon-_& different character.
They mist_ hot find the a_ deed Piaci. They must be
able to transact adninistratiVe -theriust_-be able to

_ use the refeatasy;___, ,meet--orit Another _and to-discuss- ,Whatever
they They isiust-_be--able-ia_.Visit.- the, library, and borrow
books. T h e y must , able t'o campus, __browse,
to dream, to feel that_%theirlbelengfte-_ihe- Uni-versity in_the, fullest
sense of the term. ',To-shunt into rogas_in- the calmeroial
center of the city is to .relegate the* to the -status of "night-
classes ", kind of acideiaic_twilight sone. between school.`and
work. Thiel not the beat, climate fOr *IUniversity edioation.
If it bectmes necessary Ettension classes in commercial
buildings because el other -acceptable elternittiVel are closed
off, then-Extension should create- a regular_ center in-an area that
will at leatt extension Atidents- the Advantage_ of convenience.
The center, hoWever, _must be be -a eeif=poontained unit__ of the University
_including all the Services' necessary. for 'carrying on high quality
teaching and_ leirning._

3.53. There has been disaussion. of 'the possibility:that_ the Extension
Division _might allocated .spab_e_ in the *proposed Social Science
building. Again this *had: be, a teeporarY expedient. The
Mission points Out-lhat the,_Probabla expansien_of Extension,
with correspondence- and Multi4Dedie facilities,, will necessitate
a permanent facility 'for extension. It is to be, hoped that this

- will be given -priority in the_ next- five years.
_ , . _

Financial Aspects of n-

3.54; The_ Mission noted ;that:the:growth:of Extension. Les been handi-
Capped _by its uncertain financial- base. _There _seemt, to be an
unwarranted- discrimination between Eitension. end. regular students
by the- applidatiOn of budgeterYLpiaoedirei by the University which
make -the planning and developsent of extension work extremely
difficult.

4
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3.55. Firstly, -there_. is the requirement that Extension students pay
fees while regular- students-do _not The argument- advanced- is
that Extension students arsALemploymerd ,and--are :therefore 'Able
to pay, -.whereairregultristudents are -not.-- On. examination, this
rationale does- not- hold: _Many of the- Ertension students, we
-find,_ have. povertY=1SVelAncOmest z some -arei-,i-honsewives without
income ; sine ,receive :small stipends, while-_ others' get help ,

from ,their parent nil ..;Regular:-, university- burtaries are not -_

available t L_Extension,;stddents. '=Another !argument -for. fee-
payment by Extensioni_students is that they upgrade themselves by
learning, -1 and; therefore:. 21),OSiVeAtf direct .beiaefit-frcei" their
itudies-=iL the f *Ont.?' Of. :pregotioti:and salary inorealieSas they
qualify; for:better:lobs. This rationale -_ it -equally: suspect
since the same Astrue.ot-der iituclentli: -and' sinok-sooiety .is the
co=benefioiary of any improvement in the work*, force.- 'The _Mission

,:does not-, suggest that ExtensioL'stndent I_ should :not, be reqnired to
pay fees, but, that-_ there 'should: be common; fee: basis applicable
to a:fee then-__that --fee should=be paid
brall, students alike ,;.iiniespeotive -.of -theirenrollment- 'Status.
'this= is the`-=podneipte. oti-naeparability- of -fens for 'comparable
leervioetr-,exteixted-to-:-all university students:

SedOndly,-, t h e _university-t r. p r e s ei x t 3 . 7 - r e q u i r e t h a t ; the ±Extension
Divisionle xelf=supportingti -,:extensionlaiust :generate _ its
own income-:to seetytho-,:,,cOstiet.- salaries,_': supplies, 'transportation,
trave10--:sequipeentAnd,_ other exrenees., The= main sources, of
Extension income have been mentioned above (of. chapter -'2).
Mile the Mission appreciates the, difficult financial position of
the: University,-_we.iind-AVhard toAurideritand the= -login of
requiring one-- group` -of students to proiride : the_ entire. funds for
their--university__- edUcation,-: while Aniother group-- is provided with
free education, and eireni:free-,-board-. --MS position' of the-_ University
in: appearinglo the worth tof 011.-= elate of students over
another__ is a .dangerOus7and.--Vulnerable--One,:- partionlarly- in view
of =national= need' and-theinnivirlityte continuing dependence
upon strong citisaL -support.

3.57. The economic strictureivapplieCtwErtention- have apparently
no counterpart elsewhere in the University. In the Faculty of
Arts, 'for -example, there are lnueerous-±"unectoriomicr- classes. In
the-Aninal-lieport -(1971=72): of that Faculty-At is noted- that the
average -numbs -of students per -credit hotir lit the Department of
Eni'Otean Lantuagol is 24681---in-Veogralftt -13351 --and in Public
idiainistration.16.50.;_t Csverall,_=. it -has- beenistated that the annual

cost to the time- student is-more than $3,000,
plus at -least. another-. $10000 from-- outside-sources. -It is
difficult Tor the - Mission t o understanC the --Amiss- disparity -evident
in_-applying the self=enpport prinoiple,'-eSolneively to the Extension
Divi Furtheriore, rExtensioL develops,-;as' it must, by
providing -informal _pregraak,for the's:menu- AL the provincial.
centers* it ,would le-Athrealistieto, expect ':ClasnmitY people . to pay
for Ahem. Some formioV:subsidy- must be_ found, to- Assist those
people: external ,--o ths-day-prograerwho are . most in need of
educational assistance.
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3.58. All university, departments except Extension have budget allocations
from university funds- (supplemented in-most cases by funds from
outside sources).- -Working within a 'specific budget allocation
places financiial manageMent responsibility- in the hands of, the
head of the -department or' Beaton. Who" must' develop staff and
program accordingly. fisoal year 1969/70,:"fOr example,' 23
university sections, kept -well- within their -budget figures, and
only 5- (Sooial-, Work, the Theological, College, the President's and
Vice' President's Office's:, & Workshop)went!_alightir beyond:.

. ; ,-

A department 'head cannot plan .realistically-.Without , knowledge of his
annual _budget. If the Extensi.on Division _is- to develop_ as a
aspirate, faculty, it must also:have financial responsibility, in
line with that accorded -:ta, other- departMents. -, -- ---

3.59.

3.60.-:,There 'are-numerous- problems-- associated_ With -attempting-to-13*e
- --each:Extetaion. class-self-sUPporting.'' r Same classes are allowed

to;remain:Oirer-large lopisuse, would-_ be .:_inleooncitaic _t cvbreak them
into =smaller_ units. t Other:_olaseeti eannot:_balforiserL at all,
because- the :taimberisare,-isisafficientf to = make an=-_-"economic Class".
Thus maw studentalti,some_-areta or lever or 'study-Must, delay the
completion of their,- courses- pendingthe opportunity for extension

-to- realise-Tan:econanioclastein:their Ertsbjects. A -striot
of-:the- self -,:truPport"PrinciplaiskrAhus-work against -the national

interest-An.-pantiduoing--uneven= opportunity` determined: by_ 'economic
class, site, which -his a: negctive relatiOnship to meeting manpower
needs..

3.61. The _t fission-_noted. the inordinate. amount- of-lime_ and-effort taken
_ _-up-.by -the adminietrativa, staff of the Extension -Division_ 1n

collections oft students"- fees : If. al1_, university- students were to'
pay= fees,onAuequal ,basia-there woUld-'.-no doubt _-be a central
universitr accounts, office4,:and-1, departments 'would not have to
assume-- this_ responsibility. a MoreOver, -fa-highly -.respected
Principle of : academic administratinnliolds that the academic staff
should never. e involved.---in the financial ,relationahips between
the student and the university. The Mission therefore recommends
a major revieir of-all -financial --, tope at of---extension work.

3.62. In. the last-two /ears the Extension Division. programs have - yielded
surplus -of :inccese :over expenditUrea. pie--_surplUs is at -least

partly, the result of. the t, increase of-,fees, by 25°4- in-this. period.
Concurrently, _instructional,: costs: were _held.-,at_.base level during
this, period._ -In-fact there - hes- been no -inOrease in staff Payments
,for--,ten years.. -The-conoltsion- 'Suggest's_ itself- that the-Extension
teachers are subsiditing-,ExtensiOn 'courses` through- accepting low
stipends, end-student's -are, siibsicti. zing LE:Untilon- thrOugh- increased
fees. It must -Ur: noted-, that_ the:withholding --of rewards to one
-group,- and tha inOreaisingiof_-Chargesttcr another,-may have the
appearance off exploitation a situation--,which Might bring the
University_ into -disresprke.-:- --=-The.; Mission -Cannot too strongly urge
-the University- to, make a-.oritical ;review_of the fiscal policies which
cast a large Shadow over the future- development of Extension.-
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Research and 'Nye lomea

3.63. The 'Mission- has been -pleased to note -that, despite. its limited
1"1180111008, the Extension Division has begun to conduct some surveys
to gather information about _possible new developments. One survey
to identify' interest in- correspondence ecluoation, and -another. on
ethicational needs in provincial centers, have provided valuable and
neoessari-inforination; 'Nora studies of this kind are needed- -to

it program: :--development on a Wound-basis. For such studies, and
for -continuing eValuition.-and asiiisement,---the Extension Division
needá a'reeearch--'isicirettriat.:: At iireiment it 'seems that 'a great
many -fleabites -affecting Extension students are ad- hoc "decisions,
taken -O0--iiiideepiate -aritinsubitindiel-infOrmation.

3.64. There do-ii wide- range- fibrial end informal activities -whioh
might be -Undertaken bY--:extensiOn -_but -if-cannot:attempt them. all.
Priorities Wort be esitablishedstild'thstelsust be -_administrative
machinery for determining such: priorities; An-effecrtive -research
and development section is fundamental to Extension.

COrresuonclenbe- -Tea-airs `-

3.65.- PaoUltY. Cannon Legislation State* that' it ii a function of University
'E:ctention--to orgazise endOffer 46OrreepOndence- oeurSel- not on the
University level". (1)" The- sonitylegielation also states that
degree or diploma courses, "including correspondence courses, shall
have _substantially ,the same ,00ntent, oarry, the same credit as those
offereil_iii.the--4.4-iite4rogrbtiAtaight=4:i.Vaticeptk.d. university
standards". (2) These confusing statements ,need clarificatiOn if
the 'proposed correepOndetibe '_deiiiroPiterit Is to -Ocimienoet- clearly
defined It is litit-ed.-that e'aOrreiPoriderice inertrUction.
PrOgraialii Extension Ilia been discussed for more than ten 'years
-Without =visible progress towards this goal. tt is not 'clear
-whether' the 'aim' is to OffercOorreipendence- courses as a part of
-existing degree- and diploma frOgralia, or ***her -Correspondence
courses will bC offered tO 'different client von* needing different
courses and dirriculi at -different: levels of learning. While it is
understood that the -se_i_74oeii of personnel for iiiiiing,coureet have
been obtained, it is not clear xhat'arrangementshave been made
or the 'neoffseary: and resonibe, material to support

the -*ration: The design of borreipondence,prgram, the Mission
believes, 'WOuld-be-e forward ' -step for the Milian:City' and. Extension.
Correspondence, liàwevór, il'one- of -'deiretel'media-- that may be
employed in any system of independent learning intended for distant
lear'ers. It Di suggested that the new program not be limited, to
the use nf the print and postal media aionef: but that consideration
be- given to' the use of other media also, 'especially those already

(1) Faculty Council Legislation (ii) (2) page 83, July 1968.

(2) ibid. (iii) (2).
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available to education in Ethiopia. A special design and training
study should be planned with the assistenoe of competent specialists
so that the program developed will meet the standards of the field,
and the needs of Ethiopia.

Conclusion

3:66,Rhe Million has attempted to give an overall evaluation of HSI.
University gstenision as presentlyorganised_and administered. In
suai,,_it could fairly be_said-_that what has been down,- has been
Well done., Deipits s =clumsy, .trustiating administrative and
deoisiormaking tremewark; lama and ,resources;
and A lack of ,opportimities for theittniversitY authorities -to
concretise their insight regarding the realistic:potential. At a
vigorous Extension to thez developing Ethioidan, society; despite
these restrictive Aliments,- the growth,- impact* and _signititianoe of
E3ctension bas been'4ubitantial in the areas in which-it has
F179111alsed.-

-3.67. The Mission reluotantly concludes -its evaluation:with the conviction
that Extension is not yet conceived as 11,-- primary- funation of the
University. Indeed, it is viewed by many'llithin-the-University as
an activity unworthy of such an Tnstitution,__to- be:hidden awe, to
be dispriminaticlogainstv-while,the-_,real business,--of the University
goes on with the regular

CHAPTER 4.. __TRE lab FOR A REM Obitakiii3OF_'_IliiIvicitsnir

4.1.- The concept of ESI Vniversity -extiniion and itt- relationship to
the University, as A_whele_ and to _agentiies of education -raisins
unclear:: The University _Charter makes specific referenoe to
or giros any Clear atithoritY tor.extension_work, although Article 2
define's higher education, al educatierCrbeyond ;the" secondary school
leveland *Aides_ _peat-graduation teieher, training And, external
couripee., thri_ciist- decade university -waVerst between
permitting extension -tiOUriies at themalsondary 1061, and ,then
abeliehing:then Ai not being, of university-standard.,- .-tet the
1968 FaOutyO0unCi./.. Legislation statedthat,that= -"Extension- instruction
refers to_' all instruction littered outside: the regular day, _program"-
the :plans for eitinsian,tiorrespondence oda-Cation envisege_s secondary
school- courses and. 1972=73 .GialralCatalegui states that
RiientiOn'aiiis to Offer, secondary-.level *tries (p59). _

4.2._ Thus "extension"- has been conceived of in two Contexts. _ In the
main, it has been seen at an extension of etaita-courees and facilities
Of the regi/ar day stud:lints pait-time evening _students in Addis
Ababa. To a lesser extent, extension has been seen as making
available some university programs and facilities to students in a few



provincial centers. OccaSionally atteipts have been made to
offer .below.university level 'courses.

4.3. The Mission believes that there must be a imiteteitent of the concept
of extension if ESI adversity is to fulfill its proper role in
relation to Ethiopian society. tle/els -an& until that is done the
Extension Divilion Swill continue its United, -aimless aid haphasant
contributions. So long as this situation continues, the university
will be failing its essential Purpose, as expressed at the Education
Seotor Review tonferenoe: (KS! adversity) "being the inspiring
fountainhead for the application of the strategy's:2d the educational.
regeneration of the country, inidtioh it will itself be involved".

4.- F

4.4. Faculty Legislation:defines eitewiion-ai -"all instruction outside
the regular dei-progres", but this-definition ii, so wide that it
could mean--illOst -anything, or nothing. the oonfusion
and indecision did not ,help exteneion to clarify its role, the
legislation mates programs which
eitensiom2should: develop, and fins the "responsibility for
adteinistering-eaCh

4.5. In-the'first -category:there are aoadesai progrW leading to degrees
and of the UniversitY. The 'decision to offer thee*, -- and
the implementation of-all academic aspects rest with the Faculty.
Faculty members are responsible, to the _t_e_aohing, and if they do not
have teakthintlOads they Must -expect to do ''extension
teaching as part --ortheir4tormal teathing-dUties. The Faculties
are'Vecinited-10 budget for the :netts of -extension work in those
courses for which they are responsible.

.

4.6. For rthis-espect Of..eitenaion vex*, the` Eitension Division is
responeible only for adminietritive services.. Mile these are not
defined, they weuld-probably int:aide such matteri as admittions,
enrollment*, fees,' schedulingduling-and 'acoorriodation..

4.7. The Mission believel-thit Ihisdivision of responsibility his not
been clearly understood or followed. Faculties have not, in general,
accepted. all their reiPansibilitili for -teaching, -examining and
budgeting. Theitave`becuiltielited 'to -View_ this aspect of their
work-as-en extra.-oUrriOuler 'activity for which' extension was respons-
ible and -in drich they were invited- to-partieipate. Staffing of
extension courses has become a separate, gainful moonlighting
activity for at least use of theregularstit/.- Faculties have
avoided all, budgeting responsibility by permitting extension to
carry the costs, despite the Faculty legislation which states that
"faculties Ihall budget- for -the iMplementStion of their responsibili-
ties". ( (iii) 4). The' ariiiiristfative decision requiring extension
to accept fill financial reepauribilitY for this work (and on a self
supporting basis) *seas to be -Clearly -contra*, to this Faculty-
Council Legislation.
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4.8. Faculty Legislation with respect to the second group of programs

extension is empowered to offer ( (ii) 2) lists these as:
1,*

a) certificate progress

b) vocational and professional courses of high priority not
on the university level and not locally available

C) courses 011 the seconds:7 school level for those who are
unable to attend regular secondary schools -in provincial
oenteroi only

d) leotues, vintners and related cultural activities, including
use of television, and radio ;cementations

e) correspondence courses not on the thdiersity _level.

4.9. The 'Xission-inoted that the Faculty iegiSlatioli-drei41a distinction
between the -_-responsibility for the -_impleantokticin of these Souses
in contrast to -Programs leading' to degrees and _diplomiai. The
latter are clearly the responsibilities of the Faculties, but in
the oars of the ,non-degra _progren specified,above, !caplets -

Idainistratilie reapOriiiibilitg root with-the university
Ettensionn.

4.10. As the Mission has stated earlier, -itteiipts to implement _seoccd-
level -progress have -apparently foundered liana _there was no
apprcipriata .adninistratiVe machinery for their consideration.
Non degrea-diplama 'progress hava_011Owed.the Same administrative
route as those that are academie: bocceiing bogged down- in Academic
Commissions and _Univeratty,coommaittess. .Frequently nos.soademic
prof-grant were rejeotect on the grounds that !they were not of
Univariiity standard", afcritiiia whioh_indioates complete mis..
undertitanding by some lkiversity ccmaittees the ponoept, role
and function of extent:ion, as well as ignorance or misreading of
Faculty Legislation _authorisingeuch prograns.

4.11. The Mission comsends the concept expressed in the Faculty
Legislation (pegs 82), that: !The urgent -and oompelling'need for
educated Ethiopian men and wan requires that ,Extension.be
reviewed as a priaiy !motion of the university". (1).
The Focus of University Paten:lion

4.12. Education, health, ecoonclio security and social mobility are still
beyond the reach of most EthioPians. In assessing University__
Extension at HSI tkdierlity,_ the focus must necessarily be on the
conditions of life, the. country, the peoPle, the, mature,
initiations and needs' _which are Ethiopian, as well as on
institutional obaractirieties.

(1) Faculty Council Legislation, July 1968, page 82
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4.13. An educational _plan must fit- the. way of life as well as the needs
of the people; it mast hi Siorgruent tdihthi aulturif values of
the society. Indeed,- the -strength and vigor of education for -

development is detersined by the extent to -which education builds
upon, enhances and enriches the unique culture values_ of the society
while it is also introditoing diversity in the form of options and
opportunities that are a- departure from the older wee, of life.

Ethiopian Life Styles

4.14. The Ethiopian -people follow four identifiable life styles. First,
in the northern provinces of Eritrea and _Tigre, and, smog the Kongo
anti Oordula people of -Omit Oofa, is the life style built around
the congregated or village type-of settlement. In this life
style actitrities center around- a church,' mosque or marketplace (1).
Second, -them isithe life, style oharacteriotic of -_people living in
scattered huts or homesteads, .omamon in Shoal Arusi and -Sides°.
Single- families or soar groups-ot closely related people, members
of an _eitendett- tinily, live nearby_ each other, with common
activities related to the-market _plane or Church. Thini.,3 is the
life style of nomadic Peoples,' prevalent in the eastern, western
and ;southern regions amoag_ihe -Scamli, Donna, Danakils and Afar.
The nomadic -Peoples, _lacking-a life- stile _based upon -a single place,
and moving according to the dictates at seatan as well as other
reasons, are most cut _off from educational and other kinds of
opportunity, linoisooill Jservioes- and educational =opportunities
tend 'everywhere-to,* supplied within fixed:Awe/time perimeters.

1-` The_ fciurth represents a_ lesser-(bitt potentially major)
way of life, for Ethiopiens..tko- cone:eget, in Usti-in centers.
Perhaps not_ more than it*Or_ths-_people- in Ethibpia ,(2)-- now live in
urban centers;: but .with-intrartrialisation, the -improveitert of roads,
transport and urban services, cities are'likay to -expirier,..te a
more rapid. growth Ai_ the _The urban life style is not
characteristia:of-Ethiopiav;:-Ittt as its -1/Menities acme within reach
of sore person! the trend- towards ttrbanisatiOn for the Wita4tage of
better jobs, ,a more secure arsoLof life,- -bitter- health,- education
and social eirviaiiiiillattracilinier and larger numbers of people.
The educational 'planner isi-faaed with a -severe= abalones in attempting
to create an eduaatiOnel- system' which will serve people equally well
in the tour life styles =identified.-- It- is easiest to serve people
in the cities; it is hardecit to serve those who are 1301101111, calling
no pleas hase; and in the middle, the two rural life styles- are
served indifferently.

-(1) -"Mat Literacy in Ethiopia A Profile";
Journal Ethio an Studies Vol. VIII, January 1, 1969; Addis Ababa
page

(2) Atlas of *din Vold* Eerie% Allis Ababa, 1970,
Peels 55, 74.
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Factors Inhibiting the Development of Extension

4.15. HSI University WU established by Imperial Charter in December,
. 1961. The Charter brought together in one institution six

previously autoncatotts facilities: the thiversity College, the
Collage of Agriculture, the College of Engineering, the Ethic-
Swedish Building Institute, the College of Public Health, and the
College of Theology. (1)
k

4.16. Inasmuch as the University College Preceded the formation of HSI
University itself, it can be. said that a concept of University
Extension we.s acknowledged early.

4.17.- However,. the record of development of University Extension at
HSI :University suggests that three ,factorai- have- inhibited the
evolution of_ a broadly -conoeived-extension program:

; -A.-

1) The development of HSI University has been largely the effort
of =academics, whose chief cowers: was that of cresting a strong
aoadeimic °enter.

2) The concept of extension,- though a-continuing thread in the
development of HSI University, has not developed, and is
therefore itself immturim and restrictive.

3) As a result of the policy implications of (1) and (2), and the
limited resources available for university dew:low:it, an
insufficient finanoill =base has further carte led the orderly
growth of extension -in the meeting of national as well as
university needs.- This insufficient economic base, coupled
to the immature conceptual framework, Ms resulted in the
development of- fiscal policies for extension students
and faculty, and restrictive ant uaritalistic academic policies
which have Impend the meerginoe'of a true extension mission.

The Need for a New ooti6ept ounliversiv Ertansion

4.18. The, Nisei= teem,. therefore,. has -Concluded that the first step
towards the development of an extension that will more adequately
fulfill the earlier expectations of the national and university
educational planners, and that will begin to meet the needs of this
people of Ethiopia, is the acceptance of. a new concept of university
extension. Prom an adequate conceptual base, a Mission and policies
can be developed which will revitalise extension.

(1) A Forward Look: a 'special report for the President, HSI
University, September, 1969, page 1-3.
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Inflexible Academic Models

4.19. It is--not surprising that extension has lagged at HSI university;

it has lagged in-jthe more developed countries also; and it has

lagged in other newly developing countries.. indeed, since

university institution-building -has so firmly been in the hands

of academicians, and, has*so inflexibly followed purely academic

models, the= situation could hardly be otherwise.

Towards a Fresh and Relevant Concept of Extension

4.20. There is a need to work towards a new concept of university

extension for developing countries. There is need to postulate

a new concept of extension in Ethiopia, a fresh and relevant.

concept built out of the cultures, needs, resources -and problems

of the people of Ethiopia. This new .concept is proposed in

Chapter 5.

CHAPISR 5.- PROPOZD "CONCEPrOF
COUNTRY; PARTICULARLY IN ETHIOPIA--

a

Introduction

:9 SION IN A DEVELOP/IE

5.1. t.
- lassion believe that a nev concept of

extension is necessary for Ethiopia.. It is not encash to

e "borrow" a concept: We have all too often observed with dismay
the borrowing,of institutional models which - no matter how

sUccessftzljn the country of origin viers impractical or

irrelevant AO the -culture, people, needs problems and resources

of the borrowing country.

5.2. The very idea of a (adversity itself must be carefully developed

in each society. Even lielmians celebrated concept (if it ever
existed in fact). does not wholly exist anywhere today because it

does not fit modern society. ,Furthermore, as times and
conditions change, the social, political and financial contexts

change-also. Universities_which resist change and are fixed in

the. concrete -of- academic rigor .mortis eventuallyy_ became irrelevant

and Self-serving, rather than the instruments for social better-

ment_ that they were intended .to be.

The Concept; .10.ssion and Objectives of HSI University

5.3. The Imperial.Charter of HSI University (February, 1961) contains

this brief .definition of higher education (Article 2,

Interpretation):

"Higher Education means education beyond the secondary

.school level, and includes post graduation teacher training

and external courses."
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Ten months following the granting of Charter (on. the 18th of
December, 1961) His Imperial Majesty Haile Sellassie I, founder
and Chancellor of the University that bears his name, inaugurated
the Uniiiersity. --The Chancellor's remarks on that occasion go
far beyond the language of the Charter in conveying the concept,
mission and objectives of the University. It is important to
review the expectations (the charge) of the Emperor-Chancellor
in inaugurating HSI University: (1)

"We welcome you, the Professors, the Instructors, the Lecturers,

to whom has been confided the task of leading our youth to
higher levels of knowledge and learning".

"A. fundamental objective of the University must be the
safeguarding and developing of the culture of the people
which it serves."

"Angie, drama and other forms-of art. . . their development .
. ancient literature . . . the heroic history of Our Empire
. . . that philosoft of life which is the basis of our
traditional customs."

"The immediate and practical aim of this institution . . .
is to educate the Ethiopian youth and to prepare them to
serve their country."

"Today, knowledge and.tmaining, as provided largely in the
Universities of the world, lave became essential
leadership and. advancemea. 7:this University will
produce leaders . . . special competence . . . to deal with
the advancement of aviculture, industry, commerce and the
civil service."

". . . constructive solutions to the problems that beset
the modern world. . ."

"Prom the universities must come men, ideas, knowledge,
experience technical *ills, anj, the deep human understanding
vital to gmitfill relations among nations . . . world order
. . . to transcend narrow passions . . . to plan for the well
organized and coordinated system of education, training and
research which a university represents."

"Leadership here should be-guided by the ftmdamental values and
moral power which have for centuries constituted the essence
of our religious teachings."

"Discipline of the mind . . . genuine morality . . . spiritual
strength . a University is essentially a spiritual
enterprise which . . leads students into more wise living
and greater sensitivity . ."

(1) Blueprint for Development, HSI University, 1970, pages 12 -19.
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"Educational institutions . . exist to perform public
services, and they are judged by the effectiveness and
economy with which they perform these services."

. supervise . manage . . . the preparation of
competent mangoWer, in useful 'research and iii . . technical
and :oral leadership. . . as rapidly as possible . . ."

"We would ask that extraordinary emphasis be placed on the
training of teachers ."

"The study of humanities . . . humini cultural achievements,
human rights and duties, human-freedoms . . -the under-
standing and judgement necessary to a sound philosophy of
life, to the making-of Wise choiceg ."

- -

"Our Empire has need, inAts-court-s, its government, its
camerae for welleduoated lawyers °. . . the training of
doctors . ."

". . . we should not forget the obligation and the opportunity
which the University will have with respect to the older
citizens . . . to the Extension of (this 'University's)
usefulness td the entire population . . according to our
wish . . . to serve every qualified citizen . . ."

"Maintain the highest standards . . . work together in harmony
.contribute to 'the advancement of knowledge . . .be scholar4.y

. . .pttritie research . ."

". . .each student . . devote himdelf to the development
of mind and.body_ Mental and.--phyBiaal rt.p-ess .

to be better able to serve his country . deligent
Studies, prepare yOuriieli' for service . ."

5.4. Dr. Harold Beastly; Adting"President in-1961, asked "What kind. of
University is this aimed to be? First and always "-he replied,
"it is to .be an Ethiopian University, designed, built and operated
to meet the present' and fiture -needit of Ethiopia. (1)

5.5. A decade later, President Akrilit Habte further elaborated the
concept of the University: *Universities as institutions of learning
mturt-be able to shape-ideals-into realities, and thus attend. to
things more Mimdane and releVant to- the'-needs of the societies
around them. .),:(The University's) role-therefore is not only a
search for the abstradt truth, but an involvement in the- problems

the society which it is destined to serve "and iii which it
functions." (2)

(1) The Last Decadt, an University, ^1972, page 56.

(2) The President's Report, HS/ University, 1969-70, 1970-71,
page 2.
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5.6. The citations above provide a broadconoeptual framework for
HSI University - its mission and primary objectives. We see that
the University is not conceived as a narrow and elitist institution
removed from the mundane and practicel, and serving only a priveleged
few. Rather, from the beginning, BSI'Universityhas had the
obligation to be concerned with and supply knowledge and resources
for the improvement of society, the solution of practical problems;
it was conceived, in other words, as an instrument of development in
Ethiopia. 0

5.7. As Chapters 24 3 have indicated, the larger concept of BSI University
as an instrument of development has not yet been realized. The
chief university mechanism for achieving this larger mission is
University Extension, the, commept,,,mission and objectives of which
have remained relatively undeveloped. Perhaps the classical academic
model chosen for HS/ University was inappropriate. The social-public-
service-extension concept of a University is of ,relatively= late
development in higher-education. Even in more-developed countries
the concept has not fully matured.

What is Extension?

5.8. There are many concepts and models of Extension. Most traditionally
perhaps, Extension has been viewed asa lateral extension of the
university program to those who are outside its cloisters. A curious
thing happens, however, in implementing Extension in many universities.
A university may have a fairly comprehensive view of its social or
intellectual mission, but when planners arrange for the extension of
the university to the outsidet they tend to perceive only the
extension of the existing programs that were developed for youth
(i.e.- certain credit/degree programs). Bence they overlook the
extension of the university as a social invention which, in its
largest sense, monitors all of societyu accumulates unique resources r'
for recording, studying and analysing:all human activities and
problems, and exerts on individuals and society a steady, critical
and analytical pressure for improvement through teaching and applied
research.

5.9. Because Universities begin with the assumption that their clientele is
youth, the programs and curricula they offer are directed towards
the subject matter that youthjinexperienoedt unmotivatedt often
naive) require to become knowledgeable about the realities of life,
occupations, professions, society, problems, and the aims and ways of
mankind. Bence, when Extension is perceived. as a lateral moving out
of university programs to those outside,_ -there is at once an
inconsistency. Those outside in need of university education are
primarily adults; they are not as inexperienced, unmotivated, or
naive as youth. They have objectives, qualities; resources and
motivations quite different from those for whom university courses
were at first intended.
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5.10. &Wet Exteniion must, Ifirst -of all, be conceived, as more than the
provid:ng,of access for outsiders to the programs and curricula
designe&for-,youth. The entire spirit -'the entire concept - of
the university must:be extended, through various types Of special
(i.e. Extension) programs and otuiriculo the varied populations
and client groups that-lie ,outside; and-Which are the financial,
social .sad, political support for the university. Extension, then,
is the -outward-projection of the university itself. It is the
means, embodiment and. image ofthe university away from its campus.
It is the expression-of the university mission-and presence
throughout the Empire. . Through Extension the boundaries of the
university become the boundaries of the Empire.

5.

A

1. The mission of Extension and its 'specific objectives, therefore, must
be deiived from_ the total, mission 'and objectives of the university,
and frail the- national -needs and :aspirations "which must be the
animating force of the.univeraity. 4= :gatanajants mission and
objectiveswill.differiobviously in tbs. degree -of Specificity in
the-delineation of external- client gronis, in programs end the
wen:vet educational-diffusion,and camiunication that Extension
requires. -One .other less obvials -.but more crucial difference must
be- cited: the difference -in philosophy Or rationale between
extension and the university of which it is a part.

,5112. We. have said that Extension is the- projection of the university
itself. This statement is true but it. may obscure the basic
difference between -Extension and the ,university by implying an
absolute identity of mission and philosophy. Killion WA 'philosophy
are not identical; 'but the mission of- &tension is derived from
that of the university as a whole (including Extension) and carried
out in a philosophy that is uniquely Extension's _reponsibility.
Specifically,' knowledge in the university as a whole is properly
garotted as an end in itself ; bid in Extension, knowledge is a means
to another, greater end the improvement of life itself; knowledge
and-research applied in- the lives of people. There is a profound
difference between the pure' pursuit of knowledge for its own sake,
and knowledge used as a means for individual or community.hetterment.

What Does Extension Do ?':

5.13. Extension's Mission recp4res. that it serve the university, the
Empire, andthe -people.: For the- university, Extension provides
feedback communications' links Ira: -the 'country as a whole, an
ispitot of needs, problems, to be-,:solved, .tbe,aspiratkons and
`expectations of the Peorle and the -Empire, without which the
university could not be- viable in Ethiopian society. The feedback
and iiitarta-taiiiif case fat Extension personnel- out in the field, in
direct- touch .with -the people. !'Reading" ,the state of a nation
cannot -,be _done frau:the campus, nor is programming for a people
successfully accomplished withoUt direct involvement throligh local
and decentralised, personnel.- Extension becomes the sensitive
antennae of the university _probing, analysing, recording,
transmitting the -societal needs to the- expert considerations of the
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university. Extension draws upon its own and the total academia
resouroes of the university to formulate programs, which are then
diffused outward to the society and people, While separate in
structure and organisation, Extension is integral within the
university. Unless it isleo it cannot express the spirit andconcept of the university itself. Ncit an add-on function of the
university, it is the engine which powers the vital two -way flow
of information, instruction,. research, services and administration
which enable the university to achieve its mission, to be continually
viable and relevant in =Ethiopian society, and to fend off any internal
university tendencies towards isolation.

5.14. For the Empire; Extension supplies the sensitive access mechanisms
which transmit needs; problems, aspirations and expectations to
the resources that °sweat upon then. To be sure, Without a
developed- University, Extension, the_ -agencies- of the Empire- can make
demands. upon the -.university.:_ The= Board= ofi0overnors -the -President I s
and -Deans -offioesi_ the- departmente-and individual faintity-Members
are_= in. theory- acoelsible_ to the Empire._ Yet the z-hi-story_ -0f
institutions of _higher_'-ednoation-- has =sham that Ihe -very -nature of, a-university and -its -prOtenteit and independent-' Status (essential for
ensuring an untrammeled:lett& for truth) works-against its
accessibility._ Hence, universities =which have not devel-oiled the
Extension concept grow more and more remote, ima in Many instances
become irrelevant to the total society. The society which supports
the university is then- frustrated_in -its need to link the university
with-_its own reality,- and begins to-diminish its _support of the
university and/or create other institutions to fulfill the needed
relationships and services.

5.15. For the people,Extension is the visible and tangible evidence of,._the
University's presence where they live. -(For those youth and others
who are fortunate _enough to be able to go directly in the university
at its campus the presenoe- of Extension is no -problem, but a reminder
of the fact that - later on in life - they Will be able to continue
a relationship with the university without returning to the campus.)
For youth- who were not able to qualify or could--not arrange to godirectly to the university, Extension is a source of guidance 'and
advice on continued educational development.:xFor adultewho are
working, married and otherWise engaged in activities which cannot be
given up, Extension is a- loseoond, °hands" to take up -educational
opportunity- on a part.4ime ,,whether: for formal- degree work,
vocational improvement or persona- satisfaction.- For teachers, social
workers, Irovernment' offioias, labor, -- business -and industrial,
management; Extension is the source ot- specialised--formal and informal
education for continued growth. For Othel:massinals- (physicians,
lawyers, pharmacists, =see, veterinarians; accountants, engineers,and other highly training specialists) Extension is the 'direct means
of continuing,, post-graduate and professional edndation carried on
part-time in conjunction- with professional-work Which cannot be
abandoned for a_ return-to the campus. -For rural winters, rs
and community develormerrt personnel, university and agrica
Extension,- collaborating together; are opportUnity fOr a rounded
educational program focused on the land and its people. For persons,
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in the Armed services, often remote from educational resources,
Extension is.the link to the civilian realities and opportunity,
even while in service, to continue preparation for civilian careers
and enterprises. For women who are homebound, for institutionalized
persons, Extension is the channel that reaches directly into home or
institution to encourage individual development and provide learning
experiences on many levels. Fox...mill in the schools or for the
illiterate, Extension may be the teacher or the social worker whose
innirZartaaent. were upgraded through extension, or the materials
Which were developed or diffused through extension.

5.16. Under this comprehensive concept of Extension, the-university thus
fulfills its role as a major animator of Ethiopian life and
aspiration. Extension is means, mechanism, channel, medium between
the university and society. Hut, as Marshall McLuhan has suggested,
"the medium is the message "; Co while Extension expresses the
university's concern, knowledge, expertise and presence, Extension
itself has its own character and quality that shapes the university's

mesesge-to-fit-the.life:styles and learning needs of the' university's
varied publics -away from the campus, throughout the Empire.

How is Extension Implemented?

5.17. It is a truism that function should determine form. But because
models exist which succeeded in other times or other places, newly,
developing institutions sometimes select models for development
before-the institutional functions (derived from concept, mission
and objectives) have been determined:,` A model selected in this
way :then works in reverse of the -principle stated aboVe; the form
predicts ant prescribeerthelunoticr4 whether the funation is
appropriate Orem*. Or," institutions which have selected
inappropriate models sometimes find-that the functions it desires
to carryout cannot be instituted,' simply because the model is
conceptually weak and the form does not ,permit the desirable
development.

5.18. The Mission believes that the documentary evidence of the development
of HSI University, and of,,theEitension program that exists, suggests
that an inappropriate:Extention model has been followed. Elsewhere
we have-Spoken of an undeveloped Extension concept, as well as
-undeveloped Extension programs, and of, the numerous constraints which
have quite effectivelylthough perhaps not intentionally) prevented
the evolution of an Extension which matches in program the lofty
concepts of the University-in-service-to-Ethiopian-society which ring
through the founding and early developmental. literature of, HSI
University.

5.19. ImplekentatiOn of-the university's stated purposes through Extension
demands the elaboration of objectives which itemize the general and
specific activities derived- rom concept and mission. The objectives
are implemented by activities. called program or project. But to.
mount activities intended:to-achieve purposes and objectives, an
'institution must hate structure and organization, personnel and finance,
academic And administrative processes.- Perm emerges to enable the
institution to accomplish its purposes, its functions.
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5.20. According to the 1971-72, 1972-73, General Catalogue of Haile
Sellassie I University, the objectives (aims) of extension are:
1) To offer educational opportunities to adults unable to attend.

regular University classes in Addis Ababa and in scale other
important centers in the provinces.

2) To provide various specialized diploma and certificate .programs
of study to enable individuals working for the government or
private organizations to be competent and efficient in their
respective professions.

3) To 'offer secondary level courses in certain subjects to
prepare students for ESLC examinations.

4) To prqvide lectures and seminars that are of interest to' the
public.

5) To stimulate and encourage lifelong learning at all levels.

5.21. In the most recent faculty legislative enactments on University
Extension (1967) the purpose of Extension is stated as follows:

University Extension

Purpose: The urgent, compelling need for educated Ethiopian men
and Wonien requires that Extension be viewed as a primary fUnction
of the Univerdity. Part time degree and diploma programs within
the formal acadeinie framinsiork Must, then be of .the same quality
and scope as full time prograins. They will be. so only if part and
full time programs are -fully integrated-- integrated in the sense
that admission requirements, the ourriculau the content of the
individual courses, the level of- teaching, eLaminations, the
grading standards, and the levels of achievement required for a
degree or diploma meet the same University standards. The
integration can be achieved only if the colleges and faculties
assume their responsibilities forthe part time degree and diploma
programs offered in their fields.
Assigning certain responsibilities for part time degree and diploma
programs to the colleges and faculties will enable the Extension
Division to assume additional roles in the areas of formal and
informal adult _education.

The function of University xtension is given as:

ii(2) Function of Universik Extension

e

It is the function of Unive
ducational needs of the ad
provisions to 'meet these neec
and full cooperation with the
to the University degrees
offering (a) certificate pro
courses of high priority not

ity Extension to identify the
t population of Ethiopia and to make
s by (1) proposing in consultation

appropriate Faculty, programs leading
diplomas and (2) organizing and

s, (b) vocational and professional
n the University level and not locally
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available, (a) courses on the secondary school level for those
who are unable to attend regular secondary schools in provincial
centers only, (d) leottree, seminars, and related. cultural
activities, including use of .teleyision and radio presentations,
(e) correspondence courses not. on the University level.

5.22. The Mission does not suggest that the objectives, purpose or
function of extension as stated. in those documents are

inappropriate. We are of the opinion, however, that

1) The goals and functions as stated are narrower than the needs
of the university or the Ethiopian society;

2) they do not approach in scope or.intent the broad and lofy
aspirations that are documented. in the development of the

university; and

3) the 'implementation of ,even these goals and functions has been
hampered by university policies and procedures instead of

being helped tai them.

Extension Objectives and Functions Drawn from Needs.

5.23. The Mission is convinced that Extension objectives and functions

must be the product of Extension and the University, cognizant as

they are of university and nationel needs; It *mild be preemp-

tive arm inappropriate for persons outside Ethiopia, and not

subject to the facing of consequenoesv to propose specific

Extension Cbjectivee and. -functions. Coniaequentlyi we call

attention at this pciint areas` of need -which may properly be

considered as the source of possible objectives and functions in the

development of Extension:

1) The need to develop personnel who can assume leadership and
'-cobrdinate work within the various literacy programs now

operative within the country.

2) The need for professional and paraprofessional personnel
throughout the country, aud.for the Continuing professional
and paraprofessional educatiOn of these already in service.

3) The need of persons, in remote areas and villages for access t o

educational opportunity at all levels, opportunity which must

be-accessible within the life styles, experience level and

convenience of those persons.

4) The:need:for 'Conservation of resources in a country in which

resources are in short. supply, a need. which suggests a corollary

need. -

5) The need# for coordination and collaboration among the various

governmental, private and university programs dealing with

problems in Ethiopia.



6) The need for decentralised administration of government
through expanded roles-and responsibilities for the Awrajas.

7) The need for upgrading, re-education and continuing education
of goverrmient workers.

8) The need for development of a national sense of the urgency of
citizen participation And responsibility in government in order
that decentralization may succeed.

-9) The needlor improved labor and management practices as an
essential element in the economic growth of Ethiopia.

10)The need for instrdaiona, Osten' which are capable of
freeing-teachers and-learnersifrom the tyranny of the space/
time requirements of conventional schooling and which are
consistent with modern theories'Of learning for all, ages.

11)/the,meed for continuing-demographic studies Ofvcitisens in
Ethiopia as one means of determirdrigeduCatiOnalneed.

12)The need for evaluative systems-inaugurated with each type of
program.

13)The need for an attraotive and effective career-line for persons
who work in extension, full or part-time.

14)The need for extension staff,development programs aimed at both
full time and part time Extension personnel.

15)The need for an effective materials development,media and
teohnoloci center serving extension -and the university.

_

16)The need for an effective Materials collection, storage,
retrieval and dissemination center serving extension and its
publics.

17)The need for an extension financial policy which is consistent
with and comparable to that for the University as a whole.

18)The need for academic and administrative policies and processes
which fix and do not diffuse rut4ority, and responsibility, but
that also provide adequate review and approval procedures where
essential.

19)The need for the development of performance /proficiency type
examinations to replace conventional subject examinations as a
means of certifying learners for competency in employment.

20)The need for more open admission policies to encourage persons
who have not had formal opportunity, or goat preparation, to
continue learning at all levels.
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21)The need to deYiloPprograms, including internships, for
the in- service, learner in many occupations and professions;and

22)Tbe need for ir4servioe and internship programs in extension
and related agencies and organizations, accredited towards
academic as well as career advancement.

23)The need to engage the mature citis;nts motivation and sense
of relevancy as powerful drives for further learning.

24)The need to develop for Extension a policy formulating body
which is representative not only of special interests, but
more particularly of the major sectors of while need.

25)The need for the university to-see the comprehensive
extension as a "social -laboratory" in which regular students
may serve Ind gain esperience.

26)Thi need to relate once more the_Ethiopian University Service

to Extension aii a source- of training and experience for
students, lad as a resource for conducting various kinds of

.extension work.

27)The need for consumer eduoation in Ethiopia.

28)The need to coordinate Uniyersity Extension with Agricultural
Extension for mutual strengthening and broadening of
educational opportunities to fame and urban workers.

29)The need to improie child., development, health care and

disease prevention throughout Ethiopia.

30)The need to pace industrial development with equal attention
to the problems of value and cultural erosion.

31)The need for a systems approach in the design and development
of a phased University Extension program.

5.24. All of the areas of need mentioned (and others that could be
supplied by persons,more intlisatily.acquainted with Ethiopia
than thelfission teem) may be appropriate souroes.for Extension
objectives and functions. Obviously, no organisation could
attack arose of need at once, so the requirement of a
continuing developneritil role for Extension in the years ahead
seems imperative.
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Conoept Implementation within University Extension

5.25. Implelantation of the oonoeptimisSion/goals of the ESI University
vie-&-wis Ethiopian development would require the invention of
Extension if this agency were not already present. Is has been
stated, Extension must be extensively remodeled to fit the
comprehensive role that is perceived for it, and the manifold
Amotions and acti,ities related to national develorment that
extension will cam out. The brief notes following are intended

.4, to suggest the areas of remodeling that are necessary for University
Extension.

io

5.26. Extension's academic: structure must be developed so as to serve
its comprehensive role. A separate Paoulty-for extension is needed;
a new Academic Commission including bOth academic representation,
comparable to the Camdssions of other-PaOulties, and broad
repreantatiOn frail other agencies and organisations representative
of program areas -and client groups; a clitarly defined and
attractive career line in extonliont new links (via joint
appointments) with residence -Faculties; greater use of adjunct
professorships to tie in professional level personnel throughout the
Empire as needed; autonomy in developing extension programs, !orieland informal.

5.27. The Minion questions whether the present formal degree programs
. in the evening ars truly Extension. These sees to us to be day

residence programme only, made available through Extension for parttime adult learners. As such, we suggest that these deg programsbe retained by residence, ,permitting part tile learners who want
the day programs to enroll in such programs directly with residence,
which would spread its day, programs into the evening for the
oonvenienoe of part time learners. ,L this is done, Extension canbe freed to develop programs that are especially designed for the
part time adult learners throughout the Empire, using a variety-- ofinstructional media: class, correspondetoeradio, summer
seminars, etc. Such formal 'Extensite programs will lead to
degrees, diplomas and certificates, but Will be different from the
day school programs because designed fora different, more mature
learner group, and for different objeotives. In the certification
of degrees, diplomas and other programs, tik.11s or designations of
courses and curricula should be clear enougt so that no designation
regarding programming authority (extension or residence Faculties)
should any longer be needed.

Instruction

5.28. Inasmuch as intelligence and needs (in Ethiopia as well as else
where) are randomly distributed throughout society; and inasmuch
as independent learning as presently understood is as appropriate toEthiopians as to others, the Mission believes that the instructional
system of extension must be geared to the differences of life style
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and habitation of Ethiopian learners. The age-old barriers to
learning that were implied in the Platonic model (congruency of
space and time; i.e., a learner had to occupy the same space at
the same time as his teacher) are an anachronism today, even in
Ethiopia. It is irrelevant whether teachers and learners face
each other, eyeball to eyeball, earpan to earpan, for teaching
and learning to talos,plaoe. Puy of the molt inefficient
charaoteristicts of conventional education owe their continued .,
existence to the reverent application of the Platonic model, long
outmoded.

5.29. Instead, teaching and learning must be peroeived-as separate
acts, vested as they are in separate individuals. Xodern
psychological theory imply substantiates the independent learner'
approach, and removes the ancient assumption that learning is an
event of social interaction.

5.30. Consequently, _extension is ,obligated to deielop instructional
prooesses that are appropriate to the learners served, their
Dvtivations, life styles, values. and relevant needs.
Correspondence study combined with radio (and other media/
technology as-available) can be blended with claim formats,
dial:Juanita' tomato, seminars, laboratory wart; field exercises and
internships, allowing all student' a multi-channel approach to
learning that is demonstrably more stimulating and effective than

single stage learning model..,
5.31. Special internships, using,the, Empire 'as laboratory for educational,

social, goverimental, agricultural, and other kinds of work, should
be worked out with residence PiactIties for credit for residenoe
students (perhaps in' lieu of Cr in connection with, direct
National **vim), Special institutes shoulebe developed jointly
by residence and extension Facultieir to provide focused educational
and training` programs in areas of high national need, leading to
diplomaicertifieste rewards for learners. £ special program of
instruction and service shciuld be worked out as a part of the
Ethiopian University Service, Is outlined in the next"section.

The Ethio iatAaiveraity Service. and National Develomd

5.32. The concept, mission and objectives of the E.U.S. ars akin to
Extension. Renee it is essential that the E.U.S. be ermined
carefully to determine its contextual relationship to-Extension.
The Ethiopain University Service_ (M.S.) was established in 1963.
Originally the ides was to provide' for a program enabling
university students to use their leisure time ti.e. he Summer,
Chrittmas and Faster-taciations) when they could participate in
community owtrvioe programs in their country. The E.U.S.-offers
an opportunity for students,to serve their country int return for the
free education provided ti the country. In an academic sense it
(a) enables students to get at:quilt/4.d with the realities of the
Ethiopian situation and to obtain useful information for their
graduating essays, (b) serves the university as a source of
feedback for information and (a) makes the staff conscious of the
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problem areas requiring research efforts.

5.33. With the foregoing concept and objectives, implementation taw
include the followings'

1) Placement would be so diversified as to assign students not
only for teaching purposes in the rural areas but also on the
basis of their own fields of coempetenoe. (It is of course,
recognised that with the rapid expansion of both Primary and
secondary education in Ethiopia, Ethiopian lkdversity Service
could help resolve the problem of recruiting teachers to met
expanding needs.)

2) Students should be assigned to development projects which
focus on an interdisciplinary approach.

3) A series of comunitY progress should be provided which will
anchor academic background studies to a focus on development
problems.

4) d close liaison si.nuld be -established with employing agencies
and ministries to facilitate planning for planement and
employment following graduation.

5.34. Participation in Ethiopian Utdversity Service is an anaemic
requirement, and as such is compalsary, though some students may be
exempted (provided that they are employed either in the civil or
military service, or have served in rural areas for at least six
years prior to their adiiistion to the; university). Special
arrangements are.also provided to studente.who are physically
disabled, or have dependents. Masa lly students go on Ethiopian
University Service after having completed three years in the
university. Departureis tram this practice operate in the cam of
the Faculties of lc ara -'7 in which subjects the students
are assigned after .:-4 .gip. Upon their return from
Ethiopian Universit _Jain are expected to write
graduation essays.

5.35. Ddring the academia year 1970-71, out of 477 Ethiopian thiversity
Service participants, 346 were assigned to teaching posts (Public
333, Privato 13) and 131 were assigned to non-teaching posts
(Public 112, Private 19). Students are placed with the public
school system, agricultural development schemes, community
development programs, Ministry of Justice governmental corporations
and a number of other governmental agencies. The committee of
assignment for teaching posts consists of officials of the
Ministry of Eduoation and officiali of Ethiopian University Service.
The Committee takes into consideration overall manpower needs and
the choices and competenoe of students, and matches these two.
The Ministry of National Community Dove lopment and Social Affairs
has been taking students on Ethiopian University Service since 1964.
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Students from the School of Social ork,' the College of Risiness
Admin.istrittion and the College of Agriculture were used by the
-Ministry in,coramtulity development projects, -in the Department of
Cooperatives 'and. in:the occomercial farm projects of the Agro-
Ixdustrial Department.

.

54.36: :Ethiopian University Service .is-administered by the Ethiopian
University Service Office, whiCh is an:integral part of HSI
University. The E.U.S. standing fasmnittee of the Faculty Council,
and-the Director of the Ethiopian'University Service have these-
powers:-

1) To _promulgate general regulations -interpreting and implementing
the .statute on- Ethiopian riiversity -Service

-2) -Tai provide -procedure- t_ -for hearing--by a special committee of
disnplinary-cases; -and--

3).--Tc:_develoP.we$0 -and -means,--for-_:-dczisultatiOn`---With=-the- students in
---connedtion'-Withi-the- prograns-inkta---iinvide- for= effective

orientation--nt"`thetr-antr-tn--their-ifetn-plOyere".,' The -Cimilittee
has jurisdiction-,:on---polidy natters:'-regarding suspension, living
alloWancei_ student zparticipation in -atinning-arld'administration
of '13rogitafts,-, and,eValUatiori'df' the -program on the'whole: The
Director is appointed. by-the'Prindipeti- of -the University and
reports as an acadetic administration officer and to the
President and-Vice:President-.

5.31. Before stlidenta are -,asiigned-to -agencies, i Contractual agreement
is -entered: into, between-the eistplOyineagency and the Director.
Students.-then assigned are -put under, the iinmediate SUpervisioirof

-the- employer to whom they are reeponsibl-e:',,2 Additional Supervision.
of- a technical nature -Is rVraddedl---by'the*-uniVersity ' .

5.38: The Ethiopian University- Service is-financed by the goVernment
through budgets allocated to HSI University. Approximately
$40,000--11.8.- is allocated' Eitinually:: for Ethiopia:in. UniVersity Service.
Thist.amoUnt covers adminiirtratidn----expenditurei-InipervisOry costs and
medical care, for all theTlarti-dipants::i*:7&ibisistetise 'allowances are

_ paid. bY:employing.-agencieti at- tha----i-iste: of 140:00 U.S. per month,
plus transportation: and return journey -at the -termination. of the
assignment:

5.39. Part inipants in Ethiopian University Service are given a special
kind .of-torientatibn suitable' for, rendering service tala rural
community... As algetieral -rule,- giVen the Onclo-econoinio- origin of
students: at: the liSliUnivisersity,,; a large-number of students embark
upon. their" assigraent with4 desire 'tit) be *instrumental, effecting
social change; and' studying-hunianj--problettis at first hind. The
orientation -program -consiste, of a-- set' of subject' matter areal raising
a wide variety of:questionsFand issues about the Ethiopian society in
general-t and its e-rural 'caMmunities in particgar. The orientation
is presented With an -interdisciplinary approach, covering various
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aapects of development and relating to problems of -stimulating
clump as well as to the problem:.. and opportunities of technical

=assistance. The program, today still in the experimental stage,
was first given in Summer, 1969, over a period of three weeks, with
no sanction attached to it. Later it was decided to 'offer-this -

program for one credit per semester, during the regular academic
year. The orientation down `not cost the university any more thin
is allocated in the operating budget.

5.40: Although in some provinces students have succeeded. in either
initiating or participating in self-help programs, by and large
such-intense community involvement, "is an exception rather than
a rule". However, attempts are. continually made_ to design .

programs which would make -.it possible for students to be associated
with community action programs. Forexamplef a proposal for
"A pilot scheme -for an interdisciplintily action program.: for moral
development" is being shifted-by-the finuthorities doncerivid._ This
scheme 4gs directed-towards enabling the-- University-, "to reach further
into-the -hearts of -,:-the communitylanVmake more concrete -cOntributions
to -naticinal--;developsent". ,*-kauggeStion was also made"7thet-the
Ethiopian .University Service shaild; in cooperation with -the_
Winistry of Education;, sponsor "a sell .contailsid type of program of
educition in rural areas" It--is also suggested that the service
aspect -of education should be emphasised together with a "self-
search" aspect of extension edtcationk

5.41. Though no natcona,. youth policy has been developed in. Ethiopia, a
number of organisations prOvide a variety of services for youth: the =
National Scouts Association, the Form T Clubs,- the iNCA1: the YWCA,
the-Ethiopiaa Child-and-Family Welfare Association, the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church, and other denominations, have_ their ownyouth
programs.. But no central- agency for coordinating programs' and .

activities of- the various= organisations exists at press*. Recently
an Ethiopian Youth Service has been initiated as a voluntary
organisation that seeks the moral and material sUpport of the public.

5.42. - However, the Task Force on Aspects of Higher Education for the
E_ ducatimaal Sector Reifies recarnends that: all plans of National
Service, including- the Ethiopian University Service, be -placed in the
hands of a' new agency to be designated the National Service Commission.
The Task Force further recommends that a program of Ethiopian -National Service (E.N.S.) be opened initially on a volunteer basis
to all secondary school learners. Later; it may become compulsory
and. be given a unilaters.Lprogram.. Participants could be. given a
chOice of projects in iinioh.to participate.= It is-recaleended that
those entering Ethiopian. National, Service- should receive_ first
consideration for admission to higher education should they qualify
academically. Those, who lack in academic qualifications .would. be
given opportunities to study.during their service period, by
correspondence -courses, or other =means and,.would have a second
chance to qualify for admission to higher- education. Both .

goirernient and private enterprises would be eligible to employ
Ethiopian National Service personnel. "Employers" would meet at
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least minimum standards for working, _living or employee relations
conditions. Participation in Ethiopian National Service should
provide a sense of pride and accomplishment in having contributed
to the development and welfare of the nation.

5.43. The Mission suggests that, whether the survives or
evolves into a new E.N.S., University Extension ought to be, if
not its home agency, at least one of its strong deVelopers in a
collaborative role with other interests. Only in a comprehensive
Extension will be found the interdisciplinary philosophy, ski/ls;
field and administrative expertise*: social agency and employer
relationships,- and coinmidations resources that will be required
to carry out so Iarge-and complex an operation. Furthermore,
the service concept- is in reality an Extenaion concept; it would
cost less to return the program to Exteruiion (where it once was)
then to develop l'separate agency.

Reieerch

5.44.- Research is aet-indispensable- in-Extension as it is in residence

Facultiesomnd essential in the development of substantive'

knowledge for -problem- solving; extension- teaching/learning, and
p.ogramming.:" Research opportunities are also important in
creating attractive extension career lines.

5.45. Extension research, however, Will emphasize the application of

knowledge to problem- solving; it will te research that derives
from practical considerations of ueefulness and relevancy. Thus

Extension will stand next to residence as the implementation and
application arm of the university; -putting to work in society
the knowledge- generated= by :pure research. Continuing program

evaluation will be a function of the _extension research unit.

CollaborCoordinition

5.46. Because Extension is created to stand between the residence

Faculties and the Ethiopian- society, transmitting and transmuting
the knowledge of the Faculties to. the people for practical

. purposes, extension must become an agency highly skilled at

collaboration and. coordination.- Extension will rarely, itself,
have the skills, lmowledge and resources to carry out programming
in the many areas in which it must serve. Consequently,, it becomes

a bridge, a collaboration, a coordination for all those other
agencies (university and outside) whose personnel and resources
it munt_ume, direct, channel, integrate and evaluate for program

effectiveness. In the absence of any other social agency with

this collaboration - Coordination function, Extension assumes a

unic% e and indispensable role.
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Media/Technologyhommunications

5.47. The mediated instructional programming essential for extension
requires the development of expertise in both the software and

. hardware employment of media, educational technology, and the
arts of communication. Distant learners Will be the primary
target of extension. However, rather than develop separate systems
of communication, Extension must practise: the law of conservation
of resources, and link itself (through the skills of collaboration
and coordination) with those systems that already exist.
Extension's needs thus will cause'the -strengthening of the present
mass communications center, and the telecommunications units found
in other agencies. Nu3.tiple-use systems will result, saving
the replication/duplication-of systems already paid for.

5.48. The Mission sees a need. for radio rtime,forEttension,that will
very quickly exhaust the- air-time Potential of-the present
Ethiopian radio system, and the prbjected nine station- system
in the AM frequencies. ConsequentlY, we recommend that national
considerationbeigiven:to-establishing,:the new: network _in the FM
band. The. Swedigh:terun.which,reccomended--the new AM network may
have done sb.because-Ethiopials Mountainous terrain the
absence of any compelling-reason to employ_ PM will pose fewer
technical problems_and cost 1rits_than--141-transmissions. However,
if the needs of Extension for air -time, beyond that which can be
yielded. by a single- channel_ AN system, -.arc considered, it may be
more economical in the :long run to -go-to=-FlInow. If this can be
done, the FM _banana= be multiplexed-- so ,Jts:to4rovide two to
three times the transmission capacity-for Eitension (and-other
high priority radio _programming) plu&.a multiplex-ban& for slow
scan video, which is cheaper than_regular televisiOn-and satisfactory
for most instruction except that requiring:rapid motion.

5.49. An Extension unit composed of personnel with expertiee_ in all
aspects of instructional technology and systems &Sign (including
evaluation) will be needed, focusing of course, on. correspondence
education, the oldest of the mediated syStems of instruction.
Materials (software or courseware) development=,- for all media
used in flexible Coordination - will be an essential activity
for this unit, as well as staff training.and development.

Student Services

5.50. Extension has not yet developed the kinds of student services
needed by its varied. clientele. These include ,advising/

. counselling; how to study and learn; self checking. evaluation
devices; materials diffusion systems and centers; the use of
Bummer or vacation sessions; the provision of cultural, artistic
and value-oriented activities to supplement the instructional
program; records, fee and other services.
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Buildings : Facilities

5.51. Extension's needs for spice and facilities are not adequately
met even at the present level of development. As Extension's
comprehensive educational role for development is undertaken, special
buildings and facilities will be required:

a) Specially designed administrative/aCidcalc/tesching/iaarning/
communications centers - at all the sites selected for
Extension Centers

b) special communications equipment, and production unita.for
print, radio, visuals etc. (These should be deveitiped in
collaboration/coordination withlhe agencies already using
media and technoloa).

c) materials development centers for collecting, developing,-
organizing, storing, retrieving and disseminating instructional
materials of all kinds

d) mobile equipment to serve as teaching centers, laboratories,
broadcast units, etc.

How is Extension Financed?

5.52. The-Mission believes that the principal of comparability of support
should govern all financial arrangements for all units of the
university. The present system of providing education virtually
free to full time youth students, and charging part time adults, is
indefensible. A level of subsidy and self-support for all
university operations should be set; no one thus would receive
educational. opportunity absolutely free; and to one would be
exploited to provide more than his rightful shire of costs.
Furthermore, faculty members in Extension should not be expected
(through low salaries, overloads, inadequate facilities, etc.) to
provide a hidden. subsidy for Extension, as is the case now.

5.53. If Extension can be financedon a comparable basis, then the
Mission foresees not only direct government/university

appropriations, but also outside funding for the development of
special facilities and programs from:

a) business- industry

b) foundations

c) bilateral assistance agencies

d) ministerial funds
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One important source of funding that should be developed is that
of scholarship and loan funds for Extension students. Extension
will be serving in many cases the. most impecunious persons in
society; it is essential that funds be available for sustaining
the learning ,of such students, as well as for those privileged to
attend full time.

5.54. Dunnage/government/industry should be encouraged to provide support
to employees via_rsimbursement for successful-completion of

.

programs, even costs of materials, or the provision of paid time
for on-the-job learning if-other forms of assistance are not
possible.

5.55. Society is the co4eneficiary of whatever learning an individual
undertaker and-since society taxes any-iMproved earning capacity,
society -ought to proide anNinput to assist in the funding of an
individuals continuing eduoation.-

5.55. "Capital investment" in the past has generally meant-investment in
filed assets - buildings, equipment, land, etc. The term is now
moving into a definitional frame which wisely includes education
and the training of the labor force. The-experience of France,
Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, the U.S.A., etc. point to the
necessity in countries where full - employment is a-national goal
that continuing education be perceived as a capital investment.(1)

Administration

5.57._ Extension's administration must have the authority to go with-the
comprehensive educational responsibility implied in-the comprehensive
concept suggested. At present, authority in-Extension is diffused
through too many offices-ant committees, and Extension has as a
result almost no initiative in developing programs. Furthermore,
the present structure too much removes accountability from Extension,
whose program and_development aspects-are too completely in the
hands of non-responsible, bodies and processes. Consequently,
the Mission has worked out a new administrative structure which
applies the principle "form follows function"i and which will
enable Extension tofulfill its role-while remaining fully
accountable to the university. Authority, to develop programs
proVides accountability to the university (and eventually to
society); these must be clearly present in the Extension structure
and organization.

(1) See Herbert E. Striner, Continui Education as a National
Capital.......1ives_traeirk I Upjohn Institute for Em oyment Research,
Washington, D.C., 1971.
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Extension's Clientele

5.58. Potentially extension's clientele of learners could touch, directly
or indirectly, every segment of Ethiopian society. As we have
said before, intelligence (a requisite for learning) and needs
(the motivation for learning) are randomly distributed throughout
any Society. Conventional schools and universities, however, are
discreetly provided in space and time so-that the great proportion
of Ethiopian society is literally without learning opportunities
when and where needed. It is Extension that. fills the empty
interstices of the conventional educational system, providing
continuing education for society.

,

5,59. Some client learners will be taught directly - those on the post
secondary and adUltleVels; others at lesser levels will be
reabhed'indireCtly;=throUgh teacheratrained by, aid learning
Materials developed-by,c'EXtonsiOn.:'

5.60. alrtensioiiisthe-ineanirby-whiCh the university carries out its
development thrust through the engagement of the clientele in
Ethiopian society. Xis that arm of the university which keeps
the.uMiversity.viable;.growing, developing and relevant, a
partnerAn.the.prOblemsolving and proper development of the Empire.
Chapter 6 proposed specific recommendations for implementation of
this extension concept.

CHAPTER 6. RECOMPENDATIONS

PART As RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING' STRUCTURE ORGANIZATION AND

ADMINISTRATION OF- UNIVERSITY- =ELISION

6.1. The Mission's recommendations, specific ea:general, are presented
in six parts,"followed- by a concluding statement. Parts Al B, C
and D contain specific recommendations, more in the nature of
guidelines than- specific steps to be taken. Immediately- following
SettionEi alChart of the recommended Extension-structure
organitation is preseniSC- The-Chart reflects the comprehensive
concept of Extension thaf'has been propoSed, and 'suggests the

structure and'OganizatiOnrecoMmended to relate Ettension to the
HSI University-adminietratienard.--faculties on the one hand, and
to the target4opOlationiof2thiopia on-the other. Extension,
institAtes'and,the'diffusion-ind access' systems employed, are thus
plainly-the'moans'ty wiiich'theuniveraity itself is linked to the
Ethiopian society.

,

6.2. Recommendations -are numbered R1, R2, etc.: to reduce redundancy,
the paragraph nUmbersefereneed in Parentheiei after recommendations,
or in the text, refer tack tO-diecustions'eariier in the Report
that tear upon the subject discussed.
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That in accordance with Article 26 of the Charter, an
Extension F establishedacul

(Ref. 3.4; 5.26)

6.3. It has been suggested in this report that the present extension
program is constrained by the administrative framework in which
it operates. If it is to develop with a more liberal concept
of extension, then it must have the appropriate administrative
machinery to ensure that it will achieve its objectives, an
administration that will be able to act with authority, and a
faculty capable of carrying out the duties-assigned and
equitably rewarded for success and excellence.

6.4. The Mission has noted that the question of an Extension Faculty
has been referred to in previous reports and documents, and-
sensed- no active opposition to thereccamendation. The Mission
endorses the proposal contained in the report of Task Force 13,
(p.24), that the Extension Faculty became the twelfth Faculty
Of HSI University.

P2. That t mica' Faculty be responsible for developing courses
leading to a de e di a or other award of the university.

(Ref. 3,27; 3.31; 5.27)

6.5. One of the implications in the establishment of an Extension
Faculty would be that, in time, it would develop its_own
courses leading to degrees, -diplemnas and-other awards, although
initially; it would/ adapt courses offered regular students to
meet the needs of extension` students. M_ e effect of this
change would be to destroy the principle that extension must
be an exact replica of the regular day course, a principle which
fails to provide courses relevant to the special needs of
extension students.

6.6. The Mission recognizes that the university community must be
concerned about its academic standards, and that rightly or
wrongly there will be some-misgivings about a degree course

prepared, taught and examined by the Extension Faculty for off-,
campus learners. Consequently-the 'Mission has suggested
safeguards' for control of quality that will be seen when the
total proposals are ermined. The appointment of highly
qualified academic staff, on the same basis as staff for other
faculties, the strengthening of the academic commission, the
coordination with deans of other faculties, the linking of the

b. extension faculty to the faculty, council and to a mice
president - all these'will ensure extension as they do for day
instruction, that the reccamendationof the Extension Faculty
for the award of a degree or diploma, will meet the university's
standards.
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R3. staff be appointed to the

&tension Facultz.

6.7. If the proposals in the report are adopted it follows that the
Extension Faculty, as other faculties, must have its own
permanent teaching staff. The Mission examined various models
from other countries with reference to this problem. In
same models, extra staff is-appointed to residence departments
specifically to teach Extension students, but the-Mission does
not recommend this:expedient because to do so creates a
condition of conflict of interest _and purpose in the Extension
person and the residence department, and provides no clear
career line for Extension. Appointments made directly to the
Extension faculty for extension work follows the time-tested
personnel, policies that work best throughout the university.
There is no person or purpose conflict, and:the career line is
clear. This_in,itself,ehould attract staff who are keenly
motivated to teach adults...:_ leads to.the establish-
ment of a group of lecturerswho, thou& teaching different
disciplines, ,have in CO0111011 the problems of teaching adilts.
Inevitably, ;this twit_ lead,to inservice seminars, discussion
groups, and staff developnent programs.' The -standard of
teaching in the Extensimi Faculty Will becane first class by
such activities_ and conditions. -

6.8. There must be a clear career pattern-for extension staff.
Mile members of staff may be appointi initially at the
lecturer filial, there must be opportunities for them to be
pranoted to full professorships and to higher :positions in
.extension, on the sale basis as other academiO staff. It is

also important that the teaching, staff in extension should not
be isolated from their colleagues- in similar disciplines in
the residence faculties.: Extension Staff should be invited
to departmental research and teaching discussions, and
occasionally as guest lecturer to regular students, just as
residencie, facility carry on- similar activities in- liaison with
extension colleagues.. Thi;16.ssion cannot emphasize too
strongly that the Eitenition Faculty must not be seen as a mere
appendage to the azadsmie life of the university. If it is to

succeed in its important and difficult mission in Ethiopian
Society, extension must be completely and equitably integrated
into the administrative int academic structure of the
university.

6.9. It is obvious that not many full-time extension staff can be
appointed inimediatAv, until- courses_ and numbers are stabilized

and the development pattern becomes clear. However, as the

Report has indicated earlier there are severarpart-time"
lecturers now teaching 8 hours a week, close to a full-time
appointment. Consideration might be given, first, to turning
such positions into regular appointments in the new extension
faculty. Until the number of students warrants a full-time
appointment, it is recommended that appointments be made on a
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joint basis between extension and the residence department.
The lecturer should be appointed to Extension but made
available for the teaching of day students in order to fill
out his schedule.

R4. That a Dean of the Extension Pacult be inted.

6.10. If an Extension Faculty is approved., this should be the first
appointment made. The person appointed should be a person with
wide

appreciation
ill University-Extension, with an understanding

and appreciation of -the use of extension in developing countries
generally, 'and-partidular-Y with knowledge end understanding of
the problems of the Ethiopian people. "' Be trait be a person with

iMagination, drivef initiative_ and-original thil:-..king to create and
develep Will -unlike other extension
modils-"and --eatable`- of 'carrying Out the comprelientiive -mission of
extension at liSt-UniVersity.

6.11. The appOintient -Of the Dean Of Extertaion should, be on a slightly
different baSia frcei that-Of otherlleans.---:: Having selected and
appointed the most competent person," it would be ludicrous to
suggest that his appointment be subject to rotation, and that
another person be brought in,' after a short 'period. He must be
given many years to develop the extension program. One would no
more expect this Position to be rotated than say that of the
University Librarian or a Vice President:

6.12. Nevertheless, while the principle of rotation practised for other
deanships seems inappropriate to the extension function, the
Mission does not -recommend lifetime employment for the Dean of
Extension. After perhaps ten years, an Extension Dean ought to
be considered fOr reassignment within the - University - to a
higher- administrative peeitioii where his special experience
throtzghont the Empire Can be put to advantageous use for the
university as a whole, or to the Institute of Education, or
similar agency,where' hie special competencies can be used in the
education and training of adult/extension educators. An
exceptional person may be requested, in'unusual Circumstances, to
continue longer than ten years as Extension Meant but the nature
of the job tends to require new vigor at intervals, and the
valuable skills and insights provided by extension administration
are needed elsewhere in the university. The /fission would prefer
a career track that avoids the naive simplicities of rotattons
on the one hand, and the deadening effects of freezing a person
in a job, life-long, on the other. (110. 3.47; 5.58)
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R5. That in accordance w ith Ar.........t121221e the Charter an Academic

Cobmission be established for the Extension Faoult

(Ref. 5.26; 5.28)

6.13. In accordance with university practice, and in line with
university legislation, there should be a group of people

appointed to consider the developnent program of the
Extension Faculty and to advise the Faculty Council of its

proposals.

6.14. It is intended that the Extension Faculty, through the
establishment of an Academic Commission

t
should operate within

the same administrative structure and academic processes as

other Faculties.

R6. That Article 2q of the Charter cones sition of the

6.15. ZS following - clause should be added to Article 29- as it now

stands: "(c)= each_ other Memberk.of the ,Iktiversity Staff and
members of the community. as-the'Faculty Council=may from time

to time approve." ?hit is a Simple procedural amendment to the

Charter and could prestmiably be achieved-trithoirt difficulty.

The addition does, however, convey important implications not

only for the Academic Commission -%+f the Extension Faculty, but

for al Academic Commitsions of the Iktiversity.

6.16. If approved, the amendment. will enable the broadening of the
composition. of an-_Academic_Commiseion from the present Dean and

five members of the teaching faculty. As the Mission has stated,

I- earlier, it was gravely concerned by, the Wideipread_ criticism

in the community thattIfe university was too narrow, self

centred, isolated, and divorced from the interests and needs

of the Ethiopian people. EvidenCe to the -Mission.. from a

variety of sources, of declaims made by the university about
extension course structures and curricula, taken without prior
discussions with persons or organisations involved or

concerned, indicates a need for broader representation on at

least the Extension Academic .Cconiesion. Without a strong

eolicy making Commission more broadly representative of
Ethiopian life and problems, there is danger that extension
courses and curricula will not be relevant to 'Ethiopian

developeent.needs.
:

6.17.- The Mission has taken the view that the university, like all

educational establishments, is a social institution. It was

oreated by the larger society for= specific social purposes
and thui must exemplify a close understanding of and
relationship to that society's needs. The university exists

to serve society in a variety of ways. For example, it is

there as a repository of the cultural heritige but so is'a

museum. It is there to meet the needs of society, at whatever
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stage of social development that society might be. It is
there to provide Lighly skilled manpower, to develop research
and push back the frontiers of knowledge. Some advanced
thinkers see the university as the conscience of society;
standing invoritical review of it, as a catalyst for social
improvement. (R0f. 5.13 above).

6.18. The uw,ersity has no future as an ivory tower or academic
monastery. It must lock outward to society,. it must invite
ideas and proposals from society. Only thus will it work in
harmony with and serve the needs of society.

6.19. Nowhere is this of greater importanos than in extension. It would
. be presumptudusindeed for the Dean and five staff members of any
Academic Commission to determine the needs-and interests not only
of the university community, but of the whole Ethiopian society
as well..

6.20. Ay recommending the broadening of the (Extension) Academic
Commission, the Mission endorses the_ proposal made in the second
report of the Advisory Committee (p.27):. That in order to
coordinate the-vericus activities and courses, it proposed that
all such courses should be plaoed under an administrative
committee.. . membership of this committee to-include
representatives of interested parties,' including government
agencies andlextre-mniversity institutions concerned with post-
secondary education." The Presidential Committee on Planning
madeva similar recommendation (p.36).

.

R7. That imvi officials and
re sentatilres of o to sit as membera of the

Academic Commission for the Extension Faoult

6.21. The following university officials and personnel should sit on
the Extension Academic Commissions Dean of Extension; Assistant
Deans of Extension. Members of staff of the Extension Faculty
elected by members of that Faculty; Representatives of the
Extension student-, body elected for this purpose bar Extension
students; Deans of Faculties concerned with Extension courses;
The University Librarian.

6.22. The following representatives of the community should also sit on
the Commission: A represintative of the Ministry of Education;
(Teacher Training Division); A representative of the Ministry
of Education (Adult _Education and Literacy); A representative
of the Confederation of Ethiopian Labor tnions; A representative
of the Center forEntreireneural Management; A representative of
the Churches and Missions; .i representative of the Mass Media
Center; A representative of thellinistry of Acricmlture
(Agricultural Extension); C e Provincial Extension Officer
(nominated by the Provincial lxtension Officers).
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6.23. The Mission believes that each of these representatives has an
important .contribution to make in advising the Faculty Council
on all matters relating to 'extension. In turn, the
participation Of community representatives will keep goverment
departments and_sainciesr_omiceined with extension activities,
infonaut about _what. is being planned.- Rome, a natural
coordination and integration of Iplans will come about, something
which the Mission found to be sadly lacking at present.

6.24. In-all respects, the Academic Commission for Extension will act
withinAhlif university adlinistration in the same we; as any

other Mademico-COMieSi012.-

6.25. As soon as this howlitermion Academic Commission is established,
the preseid Extension Committee of the Faculty Council should be
abolished.

RS: That the Face Couboil-- on the roomiiidition of the Academic
Commies on. s *avowsred -to insits-66-Aime to time
re sentatives-of=other-orranisations concerned with Extension
and t cation.

6.26. Once .the -Extension Academic Commission is established, it will be
necessary to provide machinery for *urges in the composition of
the commission. It iiToiccessended-that the Faculty Council be
given 'the authority to -invite froM *time'. to time reopmsentatives
of other -organisatio-ni concerned with'extension work. The
Commission should advise the Council whenever changes in

personnel are considered necessary.

R9. That a University Viai-Preiiident be anointed to be responsible

for Extension and Communityjervioes and such other matters as
the President mi but :determine.

(Ref. 5.58)

6.27. It is blear that if the wending legislation is: assed there will
- be a great developient in- Extension work. Its activities will

become -more -Varied' and widespread,* the number and, frariety of the
university's relationships with other agencies will increase,

and the enrollment of students in extension programs will, in a
relatively short--tiii, eximed the enrollment on the resident
campus. Furthermore, it is expected that Complex media,

logistical, spies, personnel -Md-fitaMial -matters will require
atv adreinistiative' chiamel ;Or' the ' highest authority. A new
Vice President= for-Extensicei and COmunity RelatiOns is essential
if Extension is to torhieve imbeinietrative efficiency.

6.28. This proposal is in accort-with the recommendations of the
Presidential Committee on Planning (p.36), and of the second

report of the 'Advisory_ Committie Ap.28).
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6.29. It is not properly the responsibility of the Mission to -provide
draft legislation tt HSI adversity for the accomplishment of thisand other recommendations. Rather, legislation needed should be
the responsibility of an expert drafting comittee set up by HSI
adversity itself. At the time these rdommondations are
implemented, the drafting- committee will need to give special-
attention to legislation whiCh carefully re-defines such things ass

(g) (i) Tztensionts vulvae. The present clause emphasises
integration and identity of courses, whereas our
proposals recommend- an-Extension- Faculty whigh has fullresponsibility for-doveloping-aoursei, teaehing,
ommining and recommending Awards: (ref. 4.915.8;5.13;
5.23) .

(ii) (1) Definition. Tc be clarified and expanded..

(2) Function_. Most of this action is relevant,
although the reference to correspondence education
is unclear, and in conflict with other policy
statements.

6.30. The Mission ccamendi to the drafting committee, Proposal One of
the Final Report of Task Force 13 (pages 2446), as indicative of
what is- required' in-this legislatiOnf " . the diploma,
service, extreAsural and-ocrrespondenoe program of thdversity
Extension would booms the central_ furiatient of the Extension
program, and its mandate would be extended to cover the support of
community development and rural transformation progress and it
would be specifically empowered to establish regional- Extension
centers and proms!, in. cooperation with regional colleges,
secondary schools,. T.TI.ts and other programs of secondary and
higher education."

(iii) (1) (2) (3) (4). To be minded, as necessary.

(iv) Admission requirements. A third clause.will. be newtony
to provide that in other-4informal program of extension
not leading to an award, admission requirements will be-
determined by the Academia Commission. At the community
level many programs would in fact have open entry in terms
of academic qualifications.

(v) and (vi) Administration andliplementation. To be amended,
as necessary.
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R11. That a Steeri Committee consisting of a Vice President,
the can and Assistant- an-of Extension be appointed to
implement the" proposals outlined in this Report.

6.31. The Mission has, given careful consideration to: wears of
orgauriaincarkd administering, _the Extension Faculty to give
maximum support to the ProPoled delieforments. Our suggestions

and recommendations 'ire not a blueprint, but rather, and
hopefully, flexible guidelines in the process of increasing
faculty responsibilities. Some_ of our proposals -anticipate
long-range development before implementation is complete.
As iimplementation continues Motension will require
additional academic and administrative staftto cam out
its broadened, more comprehensive functions. New staff,

therefore, will= be phasectin, as required by actual needs,

over perioctof: years -of: development. In the beginning,
:however, -Extension :staff :positions -presently- authorized are

assumed to continue:into-the Period' of-reorganisation and
development.

6.32. One part of the "faculty's organisation must be concerned with
the -administration of student._ servioest adaisiiOns, enroll-
ments, 'records, fees, etc. (Ref. 5.50). At present there is
a records offioer, -an administrative 'assistant, two cashiers
and4com staff.

R12. It -iecialimandedthat the diet position unit be

u d to Rs strar of the ension t with overall

responsibi ity or 't s -aspect of the- Faculty's work.

(Ref. 3.48)

.

6.33. The Registrar is responsible to the Dean of Extension in pro-
Viding 'the :administration of student services. If Extension
continues to be involVed in the eolliction of fees, .and the

initiation of proposals for the outside funding of particular

projects, then-it will be_ advisable to have in addition to the'

Regiitrar s Aisiness Kanner in this section.,

6.34. However, as indicated earlier there f.s nee for careful
scrutiny of some of the activities now oars-led out by this

unit of Extension. -. For ample:

R13. The amnion of what records should-be kept itiExtension and
ittat should -be kept in the Central.Thriversity Registry should
be faced.

(Ref. 3.49; 3.51)
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R14. If fees are to be introduced for all university students, they

should be paid to a central accounts office.

(Ref. 5.52)

R15. If a commercial bookstore is to be- established all students
includi Extension should hese their books t this

facility.

6.35. The present system of book purchasing requires extension to tie
up hundreds of thousands of dollars that are vitally needed for
programs. These aspects of administration in extension should
be, clarified immediately as a prelude to staff reorganization.

6.36. Although the organization diagram separates admilliistrative
services from academic (program development) services in actual
practice administrative services will function closely with all
other- sections of the faculty, to mak3jmi integrated staff.

PART B: RECOMMEIMATIONS.COIVERBIIE -EMENSION IPINABODIC

R16. That the university-review the policies which guide the financing
of extension in order to develop as soon as possible a basis for
finance that is equitable and congruent with national as well as
university developmental needs.

(Ref. 3.39; 3.55; 360; 3434 3.581-73.61; 3.62;. 5.52)

R17. That all university st4Ants of whatever age, location, place of
enrollment or method of learning. full or p -A time be accorded
the same trust :and consideration "regarding their needs and
Potential.-And required to psy the-eame proOortionof the cost of
their_education.

R18. That the versit seek outside funds to finance e ial clots
in extension ust as it does in other usients.iver

During the first few steps of implementation of the recommenda
tions formulated by the Mission (see Part lil 6.70), once the
appointments of an Extension Dean, Assistant Dean (Counselling)
and Assistant Dean (Program Development) are made, program and
budget for the development of Extension f^r the first year will
be prepared-for consideration hy the Academic Commission. It is
considered inadmisable at this stage to anticipate their thinking.
However, the Mission has suggested a new Extension Faculty which
should have its own budget. This will entail the channelling of
university resources to a new demand. This will also make fresh
demands on the Government. In any case, if our recommendations
concerning fees are accepted, a remarkable change will come in
university finances. This is a matter for university authorities
to discuss with the Government.
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PART C: RECOMMENDATIONS CONCMININD EXTENSION PROGRAM LEVELORCET

6.37. The essence of the Faculty's work is the developaent and
teaching of appropriate educational programs.

R19. Extension program development must be seen as a first priority.

(Ref. 3.12; 3.37; 3.38; 3.40; 3.65; 5.8; 5.13; 5.17; 5.25; 5.26;
5.27; 5.56.)

R20. An Assistant Dean should be aced in char of this work es

early as possible.

R21. Ideally, the Assistant Dean for Program Divelcpment should. be

assisted by two Directors.

6.38. The Program Diactor would be in charge of all aspects of program
development, z.g. the develop ant of materials, the use of the

masusedia, the- creation of learning= resource materials

(including=libraries), -the--developsent of independent study .

methods (includizig corretipondencir, radio, prograimed learning,

Cassettes, etc.) Be would also be responsible for assisting
staff in the imderstanding and use of these methods and
materials (staff development). .

6.39. The Research Director-would be in charge of research, evaluation

and planning. Li consultation with-the faculty and the
Academic Commission his research actiities would fall into
three areas; a) studies and surveys to- ascertain the learning

heeds of ,adWIts lri conjunction with national manpower and
develoPment Seeds; bi to plan suitabiS Programs (in Consultation

with the Progrim Director) on the -basis of _Market surveys; ant
c) to maintain a continuing eveliation of extension programs and
their quality and effectiveness so that they can be amended,
revised, expanded or rescinded at. 'he evidence indicates.

Along with the Program Director, to shares responsibility for
staff trairdni Sled developiient. Both Directors would work with

the torn]: and inronial kinds of program developer* (Ref. 5.44)

Canes cede+ice. Radio and TV

6.40. There has been a great deal of prior discussion at HSI University
Extension concerning correspondence education, and the Mission

is pleased to note that efforts are being made to implement

previous approvals for this foil' of distance learning. The

;fission believes that students should be able to initiate and
continue !mud degree and diploma studies or informal programs,

wherever they may be in the Empire. Son will be close enough
to provincial extension centers to participate in classes;
others will be in isolated areas. it the correspondence
material to be prepared and sent out must be supplemented by other

learning resources - radio, television, library material and
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journal articles, tapes and cassettes, programmed.' learning,
exercises and assignments. Hence every lecturer who is involved.
in teaching students must work - closely with the resource staff.
Special appointments' solely for correspondence teaching are not
recommended. Correspondence and other forms of distance teaching
must be part of an articulated program of instruction in which all
Extension faculty take responsibility.- -To carry out this
responsibility, faculty members and staff must be trained to function
effectively in, and to learn to use effectively, all the media and
technology essential. In the absence of a corps of trained.
personnel,

R22. It is recommended. that Extension send. at least two faculty-staff
persons for training at some university recognized. for its leader-
ship in this area.

(Ref. 3.24; 3.65; 5.49)

6.41. An initial training of three to four months is necessary, after
which the trainees should have the assistance of a specialist
consultant for a period of two months during. the inauguration of the
program at HSI University Extension. Mile the program.is being
implemented, the faculty will also-be trained by the new specialists.

6.42. In view of the anticipated need for radio time for extension
instruction in the years ahead, and the severe tile constraints of
a national AN network,

823. It ie recomanded hat the University reopen with appropriateic Ethnon FM network, which is
capable of multiplexing for additional audio, and slow scan video
channels, in the future as needed.

(Ref. 5.48)

m24. It is recommended that the University- negotiate a co1verative
with the a Ce e for the 41,.._;_! i radio

and eve, television instructional units as rt of the
Extension program for distant learners, articulating correspondence,
radio, class and other media formats as avRilable and desirable.

(Ref. 3.24; 3.65; 5.47; 5.48; 5.49)

6.43. It is important that scarce resources be employed for multiple
purposes to avoid setting up duplicate facilities and staffs, which
because they are specialized, remain small and relatively undeveloped.
Instead the needs of multiple ueeys-can-be brought together to
assure that facilities and staff (in media production, for example)
can be strengthened and developed to a significant level for nationalimpact. Another project which mast be undertaken - and which could
attract outside funding - concerns the development of multi-media
systems of teaching especially intended for small community groups,in a largely illiterate rural population.
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R25. The.Mission recommends that the editing and production of print
dia materials be a ached on a 'share the - resources basis

with reeentl emistin du licati facilities.. .

6.44. In the planned correspondence- radio - articulated media
fictional program, there will be heavy reqUirements for

print media; It would conserve scarce resources to jointly
negotiate for, the expaniOn - to a high level of production
efficienCy - of a single print production unit, already in
existence, rather than to create another.

R26. The Mission recommends the appointment of ai2m..._._.LA__.._.._sasttDanDean for
Coun 11' an earl etape.

(8ef.3.27; 3.29)

6.45. The Miss. -In was impressed-on many occasions of the need for a
counsellor. for extension students. ,Extension students need.
advibe and guidance: on course structure, how to -study, personal
and vocational- problems. Mal* students who Withdraw might
?trait in 'their eduCation if they' had proper counselling.

It is recommended that E.H.S. be transferred to Extension.R27*.

(Ref.

6.46.

5.32-5.43)

It is more Appropriate. to have the organization of this essential
service within a Faculty where it can be developed as a social
and educational outreach, administered and used to maximum
advantage for.ixationi.1 development. The E.U.S. aril} be part
of the development, of extension at the community level where the
E.U.S. Manpower will be invaluable in the integration and
coordination of university, national and local resources. The
present staff of E.U.S. should be transferred en bloc to
Extension, and- there= are advantages-An havinethe="unsellor
(extension) closely associated with it.

R28. It. is recommended that s cial attention be :'ven to the
dVelo nt- udi h h riorit for the
foxitEition of -local -LiAL---k adviso committees to nerate
discusitionand. eeds assist With pilot program testing,
el/ablation-7=d feedbaCk to Extension. And HSI tbaiversit . The

tion in the .

(Ref. 3.33; 3.34; 341...345; 3.52-3.53; 5.44 5.51)

6.47.. High priority must be given to the development of Extension
Centers throughout Ethiopia. This will require a great deal of
careful planning. Eiterision at the coromunity'level is not
something which will be academic, theoretical or above the
understanding of or irrelevant to the needs of the community on
the whole. As has been said, it must cater for a great variety
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of needs at different levels. The needs of learner groups have
to be ascertained, centers-selected with care, officers
'appointed, classes and other learning programs established,
learning resource materials developed and made accessible, and
so on. Above all, the role of Extension in a provincial city
and its relationship to other Extension programs and the community
practicums must be-clarified, and criteria developed to guide
the establishment and growth of the centers. The Mission has
made the development of centers a direct responsibility of the
Dean. A further project requiring immediate study is the selec-
tion of sites for regional Extension centers, a determination of
their functionl, how they 'should be organized, and criteria for
theivevaluation. Full and part-time staff for the Centers
would be, in fact, staff of the Extension Faculty.

PART D: RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING THE OF PERSONNEL

_ _

6.48. One -of the important -tasks Of-the "Mission has been to investigate
ways; and inane Of. training personnel for working in_ extension,
whether on the`-.H8l-- University _campus;-inTceritere, or in Ministerial

ether agenciiii. irEictenitiort -is to arzhieVe its
mission throughout the Empire, a variety of- specialists trained in
the developnent an& implementation of--programs will- be necessary.
The University Librarian, for example, should be asked to
investigate and report on-the most effective method of developing
library facilities throughout,Ethiopia, so that maximum benefit
might be obteineit frota this essential fability for the benefit .

of Extension. students and of the community generally. Further,
there must be courses of study -in Adult antrEitension Education
so that teachers, administrators and government officials
understand and are skilled in epplication of its mission,
philosophy, pririciples,' Ptirposes-snd methodologies.

R29. The-Mission recommends that a Department of -Adult Education be
established within the Faculty -`of EduCation on similar lines as
other Departments tithin that t -Face .

6.49. The first ,fmction of-the department would be to-provide courses
of-general'-interest on adult and extension education to students
and-other -interested-anil qualified-participants. Secondly, it
would conduct research-in the field-of adult and extension
education. Thirdly, it would-Provide courses ot'training for
those'involved- in extension Work. -FoUrthly, -it -you'd forge
strong links with extension, -providing mutual exchange of staff
for particular courses, and activities. Fifthly, it would in
time be linked with extension in the- establishment of an Institute
of Adult Education an Institute of Public Administrati.on and
similar bodies. Eventually it is hoped that the department and
extension jointly would cr le a prograi of internships for -students
Who would benefit from_ "hairs on" experiences in particular aspects-
Of extension work.,
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R30.. t rec nde&that extension perceived not
only --as an n on nand- development, but also as a
laboratork for-the traininf, An a multitude
of aitioand st.p ro 'rte;. educational
diffusion and.-comnunication,-adbess and- evaluation.

6.50. The Mission was asked toe proptue, machinery- whereby the needs of
the .adult community in .Ethiopia might be ascertained. From the
foregoing, it will clear that the, new proposals for the
Extension Faculty will provide such machinery. The research
and planning section of. the Faculty be :a major instrument
in determining adult learning needs and the marketability of
courses. 'However, the IcademiC Commission will be the principle
agency in identifying,-'reviewing, aseessing- and setting
extension priority and policy for programs to meet needs. Here
will be gathered, in one advisory board - the only such committee

representatives, of all institutions and agencies
concerned-::With_ sane aspect: of_ the education= of- adults. There
could be no more effective machinery.

PART E: GEMRAL RECOMMETDATIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOP}ENT

6.51. In previbus. sections of this --Report, the1iSsion has made a
number of suggestions and. thirty specific recommendations.
But institution-building:As on-going activity; .indeed, if an
inErtitttion is created' successfully-(that is, if the institution
canes into existence and begins to carry out its mission with
high' impact on, the society which created it) the- creative
dynamic for development is almost neVer-ending. On'the other
hand, institutions which. lose creative vigor wither and die;
or if death isn't outright; the': nstitutions lose their relevancy
to society, and no longer, enjoy that status and gentle rain of
subsidy which are the:rewards of creatiVet. relevant institutions.
University Extension atAISI UniverEiity is in process.,,of re-
creation. The:- suggestions and recommendations in this Report
will hopefully help to accomplish that. But there is much to
be done beyond. re-creation ittelf,.and this section will
highlight a number of project- that. = if extension is
successfully recreated - will undoubtedly be significant
developments is the future. .

Formal Educ_..a-...11._...on-Pro

6.52. For>na1 programs.are-intended for upgrading and .providing
refresher andyinservice courses for persons already in the
raiddle.range:,of2s...:118 and occupations., Harry of these persons
may have had a minimum of formaleducatiOn, but they are now
involved in practiCal activities in ,important social

.institutions both goverimintal and private:
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6.51. Mile single, isolated courses might help such practitioners
initially, it is probable that formal course programs for
members of occupational groups will encourage participants to
come together for their mutual interest and education - and they
should be encouraged to do so. The development of Institutes
of professional people planning for their own educational uplift
must be seen as a desirable objective for Ethiopian society.
In this regard extension must play an innovative role in
initiating, assisting and nurturing these associations. Strong
links could-be forged.betueen associations, extension and other
relevant faculty of the university:

6.54.- An Institute of Adult Education has been proposed to foster
interest in this field and to provide sources of general
interest.

6.55. An Institute of Teacher Education is essential to develop and
coOrdinate programs. for teachers -at. all letels.

6.56. An Institute of Government or Public Administration could spark
a variety of urgent programs, frau upgrading lower clerical
officoris, to ,public =administration problema for _persons at the
Amrajah level. The training of census officers, for example,
is an immediate problem, and training of officers in charge of
fiscal matters is of vital concern to the government, as well
as to persons already in such-positions and seeking some avenue
towards upward. mobility.

6.57. Other pore'Ue specialized and practical learning agencies
could be anticipated:

An Institute of Management
An Institute of Labor
An Institute of Tet.inology

An Institute of Economici
An Institute of Farm Management
An Institute of Communications
An Institute of Law
An Institute of Justice

6.58. The common element in Institute-based programs for adults is
that they are applied courses. They are practical courses for
persons already experienced in the occupation. Ethiopian
manpower needs require persons with high skills; extension can
help in develo^4.ng these resources for the country because of
its access to expertise in the university or in other agencies.
For example, an Institute of Applied Health would be concerned.
with training personnel (in cooperation with the Public Health
College at Gondar and with -the Medical Faculty), at various
levels, in para-medical skills, sanitation, consumer health
education, et, c.



6.59. Each proposed Institut( am would-be. considered by the
Faculty, concerned andby Extension Academic Commission.
Only in Mil way could policy and priorities be set and
arrangements for a "packaged program" approved which might,
for example, attract 'outside funding. Such programs would go
'through the processes of research, planning, program and
materials development, pilot testing, production; operations,
evaluation, and modification. Then the cycle be&ms again.
Tints there is- a continuing= process of program development.

Informaro rams
=

6.60. Informal programs maybe distinguished from formal programs by
their concern with activities of general interst and value to
the whole of the they toll* a; prepared plan of
learning-activities, but-they do not necessarily culminate in
a fomal examination- or the..award of a- certifidate; there are
no formal` entrt-requirements = except the genuine. ir li'erest -shown
by application and-cparticipationi, no:fees.lor only taken fees)
are charged because the pcipaations to be reached would not, at
this-Stage, be in a -poeition to pay regular fees. Moreover,
since, the general good of society is sought-, it is appropriate
that the goverment itself ;ay the chief- costs;

6.61. In other societies, such programs have developed in response to
a demand by adults who see a need for cultural and educational
activities so that they can live a fuller and more satisfying
life. This may also occur in 'Ethiopia,- but in general the
informal education to be offered will in the beginning be
initiated by.the Extension Faculty with the approval of the
Academic Commission.

6.62. The Mission suggests (below) several possible informal
programs, but it -does not wish.tO pre-judge the thinking of the
Commission. It will be the responsibility of that body to
determine the priority in..which these - and other programs -
might -be offered, and-in which areas -of the. country.

6.63. In the presentation of- informal - programs at the .community
level,*the role ot:extension may be seen as (1) a coordinator
of several programs already functioning, as in agriculture or
health, or (2) an innovator -or- direct provider of the programs
or (3) as. supplementing the work of other agencies, as in
literacy programs.

6.64. The following program areas are listed as suggestions only:

1) Family nt. Problems of coping with (social changes
and the new requirements of a society Undergoing industrial-
ization. Devialopill- ofdocial competencies and obligations
leading towards a meaningful life in-a-Modern society.
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Law, politics, government, cultural transiticra On another
levell.teaching the basic coping skills needed by all members
of the family to survive in a changing environment.

2) Consumer Education. How the person and the family can manage
successfully in a money economy. Modern purchasing methods.
Home budgets. Home science.

3) E_, thiopian Cultural_ Life. Activities relating to arts, crafts,
literature, music and the culture of Ethiopia.

.4) Health Education. In coordination with existing programs -
especially on personal and home health, hygiene, sanitation.

5) Parent, Education. Bringing father and mother into the
educational picture. What education is about and what it is
doing for their 'children. How they can help their children
learn. Role of the father and of the mother, and the
changing role of each-in the evolving society.

6) Fern dement. Agriculture/ and economic matters. Develop
programs in. conjunction with .Agricultural Extension; management
principles, economic_ aspects, capital investment, marketing,
overhead. costs; and similar topics.'

7\ Fenn, ..3irth Control.rol. In conjunction with other
agencies, sdlir cussions and information on.these and
similar matters.

6.65. Informal programs require careful planning to meet the specific
needs of the population served. The learning materials have to
be carefully prepared at the level of understanding of the
pirticipents. It. is essential that the whole range of available
me1U.a be used, including films,- radio, film strips, pictures,
models, and so on.

6.66. Although_ the projects suggested have been classified for

convenience into formal and informal education programs, the
Mission believes that the distinction between the two must
eventually disappear. A statement made (February 18, 1972) by
His Excellency; Ato Million-Heqniq, Uinister of State, Uinistry
of Fine Arts, aptly-describes the relationship of the two:
"We have now come to understand that education must embrace all
those things which contribute to the development of human
resources - a great responsibility, singe human resources are
the very key to the whole development process.

The two systems, so called, must move closer together in thought
and action so that a division of labor within a common purpose
is achieved. There mist be a transfer of experience. from the
non-formal into the formal.
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The Education prooess - formal and non -fowl - must be
merged into the whole prooess of development, and within
the education process new patterns of content and
responsibility must be created."

6.67. The Mission urges those charged with the responsibility for

implementing new projsots to keep in mind that education must
be seen as a comprehensive, continuing life-long prooess.
The creation of artificial divisions - which eventually become

barriers to learning - should be avoided. In its propoitals

for the organisatioii of the Extension Faculty, and in the
establishment of the Academic Camission, the ?fission has
attempted to suggest how this can be done. '-

6.68. An organitaticial chart is proposed herewith.

PART F: GENERAL ESCONMaiDATIONS ColiCERNING IMPLEISMTATION

6.69. The Mission recoguttes that implerentation of the proposals
contained in this Report _is not possible in a short period of

time.. Indeed, the proposals in some oases are long range and .

must be phased in, probably over -several years. Nevertheless,
the Mission hopes that there will be no-undue delve in bringing
these changes about.

c,-

St s in Pha.am........eriodin
it?

6.70. The Mission 7.--As already indicated that it believes a Steering

Committee should be_appointed to organise the various stei,411
of the phasing-in period. RoughTestimates of the time

required in sucoessive implementation phases are suggested
below.

St ......1.1(about 3 months)

Consideration of, and debate .on, the Report by the various

groups of the university. Care will have to be exercised
by the university administration and faculty to ensure that

extension has a full voice in then debates, for at present
extension has no faculty, and henee has no voice in faculty

deliberations.

_S;t2pL(about 3 a- aths; complete six months after Mission

Report is introduced.)

Preparation of legislation to amend Charter, establisl. the

Extension Faculty, establish the Extension Academic
Commission, and matters related thereto. Obtaining
approval of these through the university administrative
machinery.
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!tam 3 (about 3 months; complete nine months after
introduction of Report.)

Appointment of Extension Dean, Assistant Dean

(counselling), and Assistant Dean (Program Development).
Appointment of Academic Commission.

AtimaA(about 3 months; complete one year after introduction
of Report.)

Preparation of plans for-first year's program.
Consideration of plans and budget by Academic Commission.
Preparation of first plans for development of regional
centers. Transfer to extension of E.U.S.

21.m.L(years 2, 3, 4, 5 following the introduction of Report.)

Reorganisation for continuing development. Reorganisation
of present teaching staff to Extension. ROI:emendation'
for.appointment of fulL.time.staff. .:Reorganitation of
administrative services. Development, of new courses in
extension and of existing degree and diploma
ptograms. Gradual phasing out of present courses.
Development of articulated media instructional,system for
distant learnere, (currespondenoe, radio, etc.); continuing
development of dtartments, institutes and special programs.

CHAPTER 7. FURTHER PROEMS FOR STUDY ANDIBESEARCH CONCLUDING
REN ARKS

7.1. In the foregoing chapters, the,Nission has tried to express
its views on =the present working of the Extension Division of
HSI University and on an innovative concept of Extension in the
context of the overall needs that could be met (compare
Chapter 5),-if riension Caere really to respond to the original
mission of-the university itself as indicated in,various official
documents on the. subject. The Mission has also formulated a
variety of recommendations on diverse aspects of the problems
involved which ma be considered for implementation by those
concerned. .The Mission is of the opinion that a great
opportunity unfold* itself_at the present juncture for the HSI
University to relate its work to the needs of Ethiopian society.
Here reference is made t.) the exercise which was set in motion
by the Education Sector Review, and a general concern on the
part of the Imperial Ethiopian Government'to evaluate their
present status in preparation for the future, notably,for the
purposes of the Draft four -five' Year Plan, and for the project
proposals within the framework of "country programming" uhich
are scheduled:to be submitted to the Governing Council of the
United Nations Development Programme in January, 1974.
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The present period may well coincide with other proposals for
development assistance from United Nations Agencies (notably the
World Bank, Unesco, ILO, FAO, USD, UNIDO, 11), UNICEF) as well
as from-bilateral or private sources. The authorities of HSI
University may wish consequently to envision the present
evaluation and possible expansion of university extension,
including a greater effectiveness of the Ethiopian University
Service within Extension, from a broad perspective of the
university as a point of radiation of intellectual enlightenment
and warmth for the entire Empire.

.914.2121zRecommendation with Education Sector Review

7.3. The views of the Minion are submitted so- as to facilitate within
the university a renewed examination of the relations between it
and Extension on the one hank and'between the university
authors es and national agencies on the other. Consequently,
the fi problem ,for study and research for the follow up of the
presents report may relate =ta the implementation of conclusions and
reccomendations. of the Education Sector Review, as concerns the
total development of higher education within the Empire(1), the
responsiveness of higher education and the role of the HSI
University Extension (2), the proposal to establish a national
ccenission- on higher education (3), and above all the non formal
education programmes (4), which could be integrated with the
development of Exterision.at the University for the mutual benefit
of the university and society generally.

Problem Integrated Program for Human nesource nt

7.4. Assuming that the conclusions and recommendations of the Education
Sector Review will be considered 'fivourably, and -that -the
proposals for the reorientation of university Extension will
receive a similar favour within the University, the second problem
for study and -research will concern the implementatihe
Missionts recommendations. The recommendations and their
implementation should be seen in relation tithe proposals for an
integrated approach at the administrative level, for investment in
human resource clevelopnent in Ethiopia as propose& by the
Inter-Ministerial Steering Committee (5).

(1) Draft Report of the Education Seater Review, Part B,
pages IV, 14-20.

(2) ibid, pages 20-21.

(3) ibid Part D, pages IV, 19-23

(4) ibid Part C, pages IV, 24-31

(5) of. Interim Project Proposals for IDA.3rd Education Loan
Programme, Addis Ababa, May 1972.

o
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The fission was seised of the Local Self Administration Order
No.43 of 1966 (1). This Order elaborates the basic provisions
for-Ai raja, Local Self Government for -elaral Government super-
vision and control and the implementat end transitory
provisions.

7.5. The Weston considersithat the integrated program for investment
in human resource development-can provide HS/ tbiversityNxtension
with a valid baste for operation, and enable it to reach :he
community off-campus:. .TWaaminelements of the'project consist in
the development of (broadly conceived) basic education facilities,
related teacher training facilities and obrtain supporting
institutions, namely an iducationalaateriall production center,
science training centers, an educational mass media program and
support for selectkiHMUbiveratrhoulties. ¶t focus of the
project is upon more rapid spread of education opportunity through-
out the rural areas of the]empirer with -form and centent directly
related to the economic enviromment.= The =project incorporates
a program of coordination= at the local level -among personnel from
the varimumdervelopmant-agencies in Ethiopia. The new framework
for proposed action incorporates the following principles:

a) the establishment of the Awaraja (sub-province) as the main-
delivery point as well as the f=ame for the administration of
the integrated program;

b) the maximum utilisation of all_existiog points of delivery
(schools, churches, community development centers, agricultural
package programs, health centers, and stations, etc) within
the Awaraja for the human resource development system;

c) future multiplicationof tie delivery points based on local
planning and finmudngthrough an Awaraja Administrator, his
Development Council and his team of technical personnel;

d) the forging of a strong link between the development of economic
resources and the development of human resources so that the
patterns of general education and specific skills reflect actual
needs;

e) the creation of a development team at Awaraja level and the use
of multi-purpose agents at village level to achieve the necessary
integration of programs;

f) within the total framework for action, high priority and
significant resources will be devoted to the 10-44 age group,
which comprises most of the economically active population in
rural areas.

(1) Published in the Negarit Gazetal 25th year, No.9B, Addis
Ababa, dated 14 Much 1966.
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7.6. The three objectives emphasised in this, project are as follows:

The first is to establish an approach to education and training
which would not only offer a basic education package to the largest
number of people in the shortest possible time but would. also
lead to a structure of services which will make a reality of the
concept of "life -long education" rather than perpetuate a narrowly
based system for the few. Tie second is to blur the distinctions
between what have been known as r'formal" and"non-formal" education
through the prOduction of new types of 1,who Will have
general functions in providing processes for t sell -use
the system. The third is to place the. total structure of Inman
resource development including the elements described above-, for
which the Ifinistry of Education is primarily responsible, as well
as the important elements contributed by other flinistries and
Agencies), firmly within an integrated package of services and
programs for rural development.

7.7. The project area propose is the Awaraja. It is noted that`the
development ministries and agencies have operated largely within a
vertical wane of administration. It is precisely to introduce
important elements of horizontal. organisation that the reform of
local Government is proposed, incorporating (i) a framework for
integrated planning and implementation under an Awaraja Administrator
assisted by an elected Awaraja Council, and (ii) a mechanism for
inter-ministerial consultation in the proposed Board of Coordination
within the Central Government. These new arrangements will
encourage the maximum exercise of local initiative within the
oneral framework of national plans. The proposals, including

the implementation progreu phased over 4 years from 1972-1973
(1965 LC.), have been approMed by the Council of Ministers and now
await the promulgation of en Official Order.

Prob 1 3. - Financial ications
---

7.8. Once the policy deciiion on the future of Extension within the
_IISI_University is made in the light of the Study and research as
proposed above, necessarily the University will be required to
devote its attention to the third. problem of studying and
preparing the financial implications of the Mission's
recommendations in terms of an autonomous Faculty for Extension,
with a de-centralised administrative structure, academic
organisation, ersonnel needs and physical and other facilities
required. itifortimately, the anion could not undertake thin_
study during its short stay in Ethiopia, but it feels confident

:that with the reorientation and the phased expansion.oftlatension
proposed. in the report, the competent authorities can conveniently
tackle this problem. It is regretted that the HSI University
did not consider it advisable to visualise the expandini vital
role of Extension while formulating its proposals for assistance

from the IDA Third Educational Loan Program, and proposed some
physical facility needs for Extension within their proposals for
the new social science building. The Mission feels that the IDA
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`Educational Loan Program could be one of the major sources of
finance for University extension needs if Extension is related, as
recommended, to human resource development in Ethiopia.

Prthkeji 4. Space Deeds

7.9. As far as physical space needs are concerned, the Extension
Division, as at present structured and programmed, disposes of the
following office space in the main classroom building: one office
for the Dean, the Assistant. Dean, the Dean's Secretary, one record
office, one cash office and bock store one office for the
Administrative Assistant and two clerks, and a small office for
the office messenger. In addition, the ltdension_Division disposes
of, in a bOnding physically removed from the main classroom
-Juilding, four rooms, two of which are utilized for the
correspondence unit, one for storage space and the fourth for
secretarial staff. Two office-Tare also available in the
engineering section of the extension program. As far as class
room space _is concerned, the Exteneion uses the same classroom
space as is available -to the da,y faculties, with some limitations
in some of the buildings. On the main campus, 35 classrooms are

,available rhich include a lecture room with a seating capacity for
220 students, and four rooms with a seating capacity of 110 students
each, and the rest can accommodate 25 to 60 students each. In
adlitionrmsall roomssat the School of Socf Work, four in
the Lay School, .and ten at the Arai Kilo Campus are also available.
At the Engineering campus one drawing room and 15 lecture rooms
are used. In the Extension centers outside Addis Ababa, school
facilities are used except in Barer where two roans are rented for
library and office purposes. These are not ideal, but are the
best available. The immediate need in the-secenters is for office
and library space.

7.10. Even if the Extension Division continues to develop in its
present shape, it is obvious that the space available is going to
be inadequate. In the long term, ho aver, a major building
complex for Extension will be essential at Addis Ababa and other
space allocations will be required as stated below:

a) Addis Ababa, (i) Adequate office space to accaodaL, the
five to six additional persons that will be hired. (ii) A
secretarial services office to seat up to 10 secretaries and
typing clerlar. A record office with a floor area of at
least 40 sq.m. p s 5). (iv) About 3-5 offices in the
Engineering campas (one offibe which cuert-to be large enough
to house student records for immediate reference there).

b) Amara An Extension Center-to house a small library reading
room combination, about 3 office roues and a lounge where
Extension students can meet. It might also be desirable to have
a few rooms wheie seminars and classes could be held.- However,
use of secondary schools for regular classes could be continued
for some time.
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a) Rarer - The Center's needs are the same as in Amara: 3

woes, a library-reading room combination, and some rooms

where students could meet.

d) Space will also be required, if the planned centers in
three or four other places are developed: locations like

&laza, Neize le, Dessie and Gondar are being considered.

The systematic .Ttudy of space needs corresponding to the

innovative con, of extension developed by the Mission rf.11

consequently represent the fourth problem for study and research

in the future.

Problem 5. - Curriculum Research and Bevel° nt

7.11. Together with the identification of space needs, the !Adversity

will be required as a fifth problem to study in detail the
structure, personnel and equipaent for a curriculum research
and development unit for Extension. This unit- will be

involved with empirical research of effectiveness of teaching
methods, production of curriculum programmes and materials
including utilisation of mediated instructional communication.
This unit will also do research on the ways and means of
collaboration between extension and the mass communication

center as well as with the Pedagollitarademy at Bahr Dar.

This research ur. should also concentrate its studies and

efforts at einimusing unit costs so -4- small dispersed units

of operation are replaced by a large ......wentration of
operational units. Finally, continuing evaluation of research

and review of extension will also be among the attributions
at this unit for which conceptual and financial details should

also be elaborated..

Pro slative Provisions

7.12. Last, the sixth problem for the authorities -in Ethiopia will
be to undertake a study on the legal aspects ,plied by the

recommendations of the tdasion so as to enable the Rs'
University to concretise the concept developed in terms of

legislative provisions figuring in the University Charter.and
other appropriate juridical and legislative texts.

CONCLUDING MEANS

7.13. Developing countries need not be slavish in following
institutional models derived from other countries, other

cultures, her "experts". The true value of a cor'ept and

model (such as proposed in this Report) is its availability
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for study and consideration, enabling a country's leaders in
institution building to test them, intellectually and
experientially, against the more certain knowledge of the country,
its aspirations and resources which they possess. To be sure,

this is a test to some extent in the abstract, yet it is an

abstract which is taclo3d up by two considsrations of great value:
1) the country's leaders have a wealth of indigenods knowledge
and experience which can be found nowhere else, and 2) the leaders

are those who must live through, with their countrymen, the
consequences of actiori or inaction regarding the concept and

model proposed.

7.14. The concept of extension for a developing country proposed in
this Report (and the model for the implementation of the concept)
might well flower best in a developing country. The Lli.ssion,

however, believes that the concept is equally relevant to countries

assumed to be more developed.. The new countries, of the uorld

have recently made_ their break with the peat, with tradition;
they have an urgent ;deed to build institutions which are
relevant and germane to their needs in the new society_ in which

all nations, young and old, participate. The older, more
developed nations nada their breakwith the past and tradition
in earlier times t n society was quite different from that which
we observe today, when aspirations were different, and when
national and cultural distinctions were more rigid.

7.15. Mat this means is that no older, more developed country has
passed. through the same experiences (because the timescale and
social contexts were different) now endured by the new -countris
For this reason, concepts and models from older countries must
.e viewed with a healthy scepticism, must be tested against the
new countres realities before the point of action or inaction.

7.16. The M.ssion has attempted, from kts knowledge of extension
elsewhere in the world, to suggest a new, more filature concept of

extension for a developing country Ethiopia. '1e do this with

hope and misgivings; hope, that together with our Ethiopian
colleagues we have formulated a social' invention which will have,
in- concept at least, genera/ value throughout the world for new
and old countries; misvings, because we are well aware that
our larger knowledge of extension elsewhere may have trapped us
into misreading our lesser knowledge of the Ethiopian people,
their needs, aspirations and resources, and their- dedication to
and dependence upon developmental education via extension.

7.17. The concept of extension proposed here is a bold. one; it breaLe

with the tradition in more established countries. Yet it is also
a development and a maturing of those older models found else
where. -Extension is perceived here as a continually innovating
and pioneering'agency, an integral part of the university, with
eael, part strengthening and renewing the other in service to the
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nation. As an innovating agency, some of the programs tried
will not succeed, but as much or more will be learned from
failure as from success. As a risk-taking agency, extension
must be willing (the other side of the coin) to yield up to
other agencies, when there are other agencies ready to accept
them, programs which it has pioneered. If this can be done,
extension will continue its role in education for development,
laws in the fore-front of meeting needs, never paralysed into
inactivity by the rigidities of tradition.-

{.....



APPENDIX I

LIST OF PERSONALITIES MET AND INSTITUTIONS ramp

1. Imperial Ethiopians Government. Ministry of Fiducatiort

H.E. Ato Million Neciniq, Minister of State, Ministry of Education.
H.E. Ato Paulos Asrat, Vice Minister, Department of Instruction
Dr. Abebe Ambatchew, Permanent Secretary, Director, Education
Sector Review, and Secretary General, National Commission for
UNESCO
Woizero Tekea Zero, Deputy Secretary General, National Commission
for UNESCO
Ato Remy Wade Tsadik, Director General, Adult Education and
Literacy Division
Ato GetacheurNeimrial Director General, Teacher Training Division
Mr.,Alexender H. Per Weele, Executive Secretary, Education Sector
Review
Woizero Ethel Nekuria, Acting Head, Mass Media Center, Addis Ababa
Ato Gebrehiwot Meberay, Perriniai -Education Officer, Eritrea,
Department bfldnnation, Asmara
Ato Getahun Metaferia, Perrinial Education Officer, Hararge,
Department Head of Education, Harar.

2. Im 'al Ethio an Government Ministr of Interior

H.E. Dr. BereketAb H. Sellassie, Vice Minister
Ato Alfred Shafi, Governor of Dire Dawa, Ism and Gurgura

3. Imperial Ethiopian Gomernment. Ministry of Agriculture

Dr. Tsegga Amlak Worku, Director General, Education, Training and
. Information Division.

4.
eve3DenandSocialAffairs

H.E. Ato Abera Moltotal, Vice Minister

-----4BhiLeEUtEELLEEEELLt .

Dr. Aklilu Habte, President
Drz Mulugeta ledajo, Academic Vice President

Fossil G. Kiros, Vice President for Development
Dr. Frank H. Bowles, University Planning Officer and Special
Advisor to the President
Ato Akalou Wolde Michael, Associate Academic Vice President
Ato Abraham Besrat, Associate Academic Vice President
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Ato Solomon Gebre Christos, Assistant Librarian, HSI University
Library

- Dr. Solomon Inquai, Dean, University Extension
- Ato Abebe Ghidey, Assistant Deanl.University Extension
- Dr. Tar Bullilat, Dean, Faculty of Arts
- Ato Lakew Hulett Dean, Faculty of Education
Dr. Germa Amara, Associate Professor, Faculty of Education

- Ato Seyoum G. Sellassie, Dean, School of Social Work and Director,
The Ethiopian University Service

- Dr. George Knzecrunowicz, Acting Dean, Faculty of Law
- Ato Taff' s Logue, Acting Assistant Dean, College of Business

Administration
- Dr. Melaka Haile Nengesha, Dean, College of Agriculture Alemaya
- Dr. Lakew Birhy, Head Department of Agriculture, Economics and
Business College of Agriculture, Alemaya
Ato Aklilu Askabel.Agricultural Research Substation, Debre Zeit

HAM SELLASSIE I UNIVERSITY EXTENSION DIVISION GP.A.MIIS:

1. Debra Zeit

- Lt. Col. Tsegaye Reshesha, Commander HSI Airforce Academy,
Imperial Ethiopian Government Airforce Training Center

2. Asmara

- Ato flessele Hitiku, Director, Asmara Extension Center and Director
of the Secondary School

- Ato Denkeneh Amosha, Secretaryt-Extension
- Ato Rifle Bergeno, Instructor, Amharic

Ato Haile Mariam Odbelolet, Business Administration
Ato Teklehaimanot Haile Sellaaiie, Ethiopian Geography
Ato Taffesse Asfaw, Human Goowth and Development

- Ato Nebratu Negussel Accounting
- Nr. David Jones, Cost Accounting
- Daniel Warfel, Accounting
- Ato Tessin Aberra, Economics-.

Ato Nedhanie Joseph, Political Science and Public Administration

3. Harar .

- Dr. Lekew Blew, Director
Ato Getahun Worku, Curri

- Ato Geremew Getahun, Tr
- Mr. R. Venugopal, Eetho

NararEitension Center

a, English and English !lethal

Teaching
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6. HSI Academy. Harar

- Major Demissie, Director, Military Training

7. Ethiopian Orthodox Church

- Ato Getaneh Begat:, Director, Development Commission

8. Ethio

- Ato Teklemariam Tedla, Director, Manpower Development
Ato Magog Legesser Assistant General Manager, Marketing

9. unicationnlecanmTraiteAddisAbaba.

Ato Seyoum Negussie, Training Brnch Chief
Ato Abiye Teege, Training Officer
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